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General Introduction 
 
The history of gas sensors begins in 1962, in Japan, when a propane gas 
explosion motivated Naoyoshi Taguchi to conduct research into gas leak 
detectors. Consequently in 1968, and invented by Taguchi, the first commercial 
gas sensor appeared in the market. The sensor could measure extremely low 
concentrations of inflammable and reducing gases. The sensor was used to 
detect gas leakage in homes and industries. The electrical resistance of the 
sensor changed in the presence of gases. It consisted of a ceramic substrate 
heated by a wire and coated by a metal oxide semiconducting film. The metal 
oxide semiconductor chosen by Taguchi was a tin oxide (SnO2).   
Taguchi’s sensor triggered the research and development of gas sensors 
based on different metal oxides, such as zinc oxide (ZnO), titanium dioxide (TiO2), 
iron (III) oxide (Fe2O3), indium oxide (In2O3), etc. The introduction of new 
sensitive materials broadened the type of gases to detect, and thus, the field of 
application of the gas sensors began to expand. 
Since that time, gas sensors have been evolving according to the 
emergence of innovative technologies, from Taguchi's device to the use of 
microfabrication techniques (silicon-based devices), from the bulk metal oxide 
powder to modulating the size and shape of the metal oxide particles. 
Nowadays, gas sensors help to monitor indoor and outdoor air quality in 
homes, schools, hospitals, the exhausts of industrial processes or vehicles, the 
level of harmful gases in the streets, etc. For example, in the chemical industry 
gas sensors can detect the leakage of flammable or toxic gases. In the food 
industry, gas sensors can help to detect spoilage and the quality of food. Also, 
scientists are investigating to diagnose diseases such as diabetes, asthma, 
cancer, and halitosis by analyzing the volatiles in the breath, sweat, saliva, and 
urine. The main objective of the development of gas sensors is to contribute to 
human well-being, as Taguchi envisaged. 
To adapt the gas sensors to our daily-life activities, they should work in 
real-world conditions and be adaptable to organic contours. Then, mechanically 
flexible and resistant materials are needed. Paper or plastic foils are replacing 
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conventional sensor platforms. But the use of these flexible materials entails new 
developmental challenges, since flexible materials cannot withstand the 
elevated temperatures to obtain and modulate the morphology of metal oxides. 
Furthermore, mature fabrication techniques are conceived for rigid substrates, 
so it is needed to adapt them to flexible materials.  
Among the mature fabrication techniques, Printed Electronics has been 
adapted to flexible supports. Printed Electronics deposits patterns using printing 
equipment and encompasses techniques such as screen printing, offset 
lithography, gravure, flexography, and inkjet printing [1].  
The first attempts to fabricate electronic devices on flexible supports 
were focused on displays, solar cells, transistors, and LEDs. The successful 
fabrication of these devices garnered the attention of the researchers to broaden 
the scope of the flexible devices. The attractiveness of Printed Electronics for the 
development of flexible devices relies on their known low cost and fast 
production for large area devices. Furthermore, the futuristic concept of flexible 
electronics goes beyond to wearable electronics. Printed Electronics is a field 
that is making rapid strides, for instance, IDTechEx predicted that the market of 
printed, organic and flexible electronics will reach a value of 41.2 billion-dollars 
in 2020 and the market for fully printed sensors will reach a 7.6 billion-dollar 
revenue by 2027 [2,3]. 
Bearing in mind this trend, and the expertise of the investigation group 
to modify the morphology of metal oxides and characterize gas sensors, the 
present project conceives the design, fabrication, and characterization of flexible 
gas sensors based on metal oxides.  
The goals of the current work were: 
• To fabricate flexible gas sensors by printing techniques. 
• To employ metal oxides as sensitive material. 
• To reduce the number of fabrication steps, the material waste, and 
fabrication cost. 
• To prove the flexibility and durability of the fabricated sensors. 
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The organization of this thesis is as follows:  
• Chapter 1 introduces the basic concepts of gas sensors and their 
fabrication techniques. Additionally, it presents a summary of the 
current state of flexible gas sensors based on metal oxides. 
• Chapter 2 presents the fabrication of sensors using a flexible substrate 
by combining printing techniques and drop coating.  
• Chapter 3 details the fabrication of flexible sensors combining printing 
techniques and a direct growth method for the metal oxide. 
• Chapter 4 shows the combination of inkjet printing and a direct growth 
method for the metal oxide. 
• Chapter 5 details the fabrication of a fully screen-printed sensor.  
• Chapter 6 presents the general conclusions and points future 
approaches for flexible gas sensor development.  
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CHAPTER 1  
Introduction  
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Introduction 
 
 Basic Concepts of Chemoresistive Gas Sensors 
Conductometric sensors (resistive or chemoresistive) are a type of gas 
sensor in which the output signal is expressed as a conductivity change. Metal 
oxides among other materials (conductive polymers, carbon materials, etc.) are 
used as gas-sensitive materials. Conductometric gas sensors include a substrate 
with electrodes over it, on which a sensitive layer is deposited. Additionally, they 
may have a heater.  
 Gas Sensor Elements  
• Substrate 
The substrate is a piece of material, the base of the sensor, in which all 
the sensor elements are deposited.  
• Electrodes 
Electrodes are conductive lines that allow to measure the active layer 
conductance. Electrodes can be found either above or under the active layer.  
• Active layer  
The active layer is a layer of sensitive material which changes its 
conductivity according to the presence or absence of gas. 
• Heater  
The purpose of the heater is to increase the sensitive layer 
temperature. The sensor working temperatures are usually over room 
temperature.  
Fig. 1.1 illustrates the construction of a sensor with all its elements. 
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Fig. 1.1 Elements of conductometric gas sensors. 
 
The output signal can be expressed using the conductance (G), electrical 
resistance (R), current intensity (I) or voltage (V). Also, the output signal can be 
expressed as a change of capacitance, work function, mass, optical 
characteristics, or reaction energy released by the gas-solid interaction  [4].  
  Materials for Gas Sensors  
Semiconductor Materials  
According to band theory, solid materials are classified in three main 
groups: conductors, insulators, and semiconductors. Compared to insulators, 
semiconductor materials have a narrower bandgap. With light energy increases, 
electrons reach the conduction band creating a hole in their place. This 
phenomenon is called carrier generation. Electrons are carriers with negative 
charge while holes have a positive charge.  
Semiconductors’ energy gap lies between zero and about 4 electron 
volts (eV) and can be classified in: elemental, binary, oxides, layered, and organic, 
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among others [5]. Depending on the carrier generation process, semiconductor 
behavior is classified into n-type or p-type.  
• n-type semiconductor  
In an n-type material, the majority carriers are free electrons. The 
material has more free electrons than holes. These materials are called n-type 
since electrons have a negative charge.  
• p-type semiconductor  
In a p-type material, the majority carriers are holes. It is called p-type 
since holes have a positive charge.  
Metal Oxide Semiconductors  
Metal oxide (MOX) semiconductors are the most common materials for 
gas sensors. MOX are being employed as active layers, substrates, structure 
modifiers and so on [6]. Metal oxides such as SnO2, TiO2, ZnO, CuO, WO3, In2O3, 
TeO2, CdO, Fe2O3 and MoO3 have been used as active layer to fabricate 
chemoresistive gas sensors [7]. 
Gas sensors employing oxide semiconductors can work as both a 
recognition system and a transducer. The transducers are available in the form 
of resistors, diodes, capacitors, transistors, etc. [8]. 
Conductive Materials  
To obtain the conductive lines that form the electrodes or heater, the 
conductive materials deposited over the substrate must be mechanically and 
chemically inert [9]. 
Most suitable materials are noble metals. Although platinum and gold 
are the most used materials for electrode fabrication also metals such as silver 
and palladium have been employed [10].   
The heaters are obtained by the deposition of metal or metal/alloy. The 
materials used must have long term stability. Platinum-based materials are the 
most widespread materials employed for heater fabrication thanks to its stability 
and corrosion resistance [11]. 
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Substrates  
Non-rigid materials such as polymer films, metal foil, thin glass, paper, 
and fabric can be used as flexible substrates [12–15]. 
The brittleness of thin glass and the excessive cost of metal foils are some 
of the obstacles to use these materials for flexible applications [12]. 
Characteristics like light weight, low-cost, high flexibility, mechanical strength 
and the possibility of large-scale production, have made polymers the most used 
materials for flexible electronics development. 
Thermoplastic polymers are polymers that can be deformed many times 
on heating and maintain the new shape when cooling [16]. Thermoplastics are 
classified by the order of their molecular structures in amorphous and 
semi-crystalline. In amorphous thermoplastics the polymer chains exist in 
random positions and orientations. A thermoplastic is crystalline when the 
chains presents a repeated and ordered structure. Semi-crystalline 
thermoplastics are partly crystalline and partly amorphous [17]. Thermoplastics 
can be deformed, become flow-able or moldable when they are heated above 
either their glass transition temperature (Tg) for amorphous or above their melt 
temperatures (Tm) for semi-crystalline [16]. These temperatures serve as a guide 
to define the maximum temperature to which process the material. Moreover, 
it is good to note that the deformation of the thermoplastics implies a shrinkage 
and expansion. The shrinkage occurs when the material is heated and then 
cooled to the starting temperature. The expansion occurs when the material is 
subjected to cyclic temperature treatments [18]. The shrinkage is expressed in % 
of change of dimension, while the expansion by the coefficient of thermal 
expansion (CLTE). Because the extent of expansion of the thermoplastics is small, 
the CLTE is expressed as the fractional increase in length per unit rise in 
temperature, for instance ppm∙°C-1. Therefore, the glass transition temperature 
or melting temperature, shrinkage, and CLTE are the basic properties to evaluate 
when choosing a material. 
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Polymers used in flexible electronics can be classified in [19,20]:  
• Thermoplastic semi-crystalline:  
PET (polyethylene terephthalate), PEN (polyethylene 
naphthalate), and their respective heat-stabilized counterparts (HS-PET, 
HS-PEN).  
• Thermoplastic and amorphous (non-crystalline): 
 PC (polycarbonate) and PES (polyethersulphone).  
• Amorphous, solvent cast and high Tg:  
PAR (polyarylates), PCO (polycyclic olefin), and PI (polyimide).  
Table 1-1 presents the glass transition temperature and the coefficient 
of thermal expansion of materials commonly used to fabricate flexible electronic 
devices. It is worth to note that nowadays, it is possible to find a wide variety of 
polyester films with improved characteristics.  






  PET  PEN  PC  PES  PCO  PI  
Glass transition 
temperature (°C)  
80  150  145  223  164  300<  
Coefficient of thermal 
expansion (ppm∙°C-1)  
33  20  75  54  70  8-20  
Table 1-1 Properties of plastics substrates [21]. 
 Working Principle  
The conductivity changes of the metal oxide due to interaction with gas 
molecules are the base of the operating principle of chemoresistive metal oxide 
gas sensors. Through the electrodes, it is possible to measure these conductivity 
changes.  
In the air, oxygen adsorption on the surface of the n-type metal 
oxide creates a depletion layer. The oxygen adsorption produces an increase of 
the sensor resistance. If another gas is present, the gas will react with the 
pre-adsorbed oxygen or with the metal oxide, changing the depletion layer 
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thickness. The depletion layer thickness is known as Debye length λD and its 
changes affect sensor conductivity.   
At temperatures below 200 °C, oxygen adsorbed in the surface forms 
molecular species by trapping an electron from the conduction band of the active 
layer (Eq. 1-1)  
𝑶𝑶𝟐𝟐(𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈)  + 𝒆𝒆− ⟺ 𝑶𝑶𝟐𝟐−(𝒈𝒈𝒂𝒂𝒈𝒈𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂)  Eq. 1-1 
At temperatures above 200 °C, the molecular species are dissociated into 
atomic species with single or double negative electric charges by trapping an 










�� 𝑶𝑶𝒈𝒈𝒂𝒂𝒈𝒈𝟐𝟐−     Eq. 1-3 
where e- are the electrons and kOxy is the reaction rate constant [22]. 
In the presence of a reducing gas (R), such as H2, CO or CH4, the adsorbed 
oxygen reacts with the gases, reducing the thickness of the depletion layer by 
the injection of electrons to the active layer. Thus, the resistance decreases. The 
reaction is summarized as follows  [23]: 
𝑹𝑹 + 𝑴𝑴𝑶𝑶−𝑶𝑶− → 𝑴𝑴𝑶𝑶 + 𝑹𝑹𝑶𝑶 + 𝒆𝒆−   Eq. 1-4 
In the presence of an oxidizing gas (O), electrons are extracted from the 
bulk region, the depletion layer becomes thicker and resistance increases.  
𝑴𝑴𝑶𝑶− 𝑶𝑶− + 𝑶𝑶 + 𝒆𝒆− → 𝑴𝑴𝑶𝑶− 𝑶𝑶𝟐𝟐−   Eq. 1-5 
Sensor operation can be expressed using the energy band model: 
considering a granular material, when oxygen is absorbed and traps electrons 
from the active layer, the depletion layer appears, energy band is upward 
bending which means electrons need more energy to reach the surface. Two 
back-to-back Schottky barriers appear between the grains increasing the contact 
resistance among them. Fig. 1.2 represents the physical interaction of the oxygen 
with the surface material and the corresponding band model.  
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Fig. 1.2 Model of a back-to-back Schottky barrier in an intergranular metal oxide due 
to oxygen adsorption. Down: the energy band diagram [23]. 
 
Gas adsorption depends on the sensing layer morphology from which we 
can differentiate between compact and porous layers (Fig. 1.3). For an n-type 
material, in compact layers two zones appear, the bulk zone and the geometric 
surface (depletion layer). In the bulk zone there is no gas interaction however in 
the geometric surface there is. Therefore, the bulk zone has higher conductivity 
(lower resistivity) and dominates the conduction process. Most of compact 
layers are obtained using thin-film deposition. In porous layers, the surface 
area accessible to the gasses is higher than the geometric one. Conduction 
process is directly influenced by the depletion layer between the grains. Sensor 
resistivity increases because electrons need more energy to overpass the 
intergranular barriers. Most of these layers are obtained using thick-film 
deposition [24].  
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a) Porous layer b) Compact layer 
Fig. 1.3 Morphology of a sensing layer [24]. 
 
In the case of porous layers, the extent of sintering of the active layer 
produces the formation of necks between the grains. Neck formation comes to 
change the conduction model previously explained. A model where the 
transducer function depends on the grain size (D) and the Debye length (L) was 
proposed in [25]. Assuming an active layer as a chain of crystallites, which are 
connected mostly by necks and sometimes by grain-boundary contacts. If the 
neck size (X) is 0.8 times the crystallite size and:  
• D>>2L, grain boundary contacts govern the electric 
resistance and the gas sensitivity of the chain. This mechanism is called 
grain-boundary control.  
• D ≥ 2L, necks become most resistance and control the 
gas sensitivity. This mechanism is called neck control.  
• D < 2L, grains govern the electric resistance, control 
gas sensitivity and a larger sensor response is obtained. This mechanism 
is called grain control.  
Figure 1.4 illustrates the effects of the grain size in the conduction of the 
porous layers.  
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Fig. 1.4 Models for grain-size effects [23]. 
 
 Sensor Requirements and Characteristics  
Although the conductivity changes of the chemoresistive sensors are the 
base of their operating principle, there are other important parameters when 
evaluating the behavior of a sensor.  
The application requirements of the sensors rule the sensor 
characteristics to be considered for its design and manufacturing. Namely, the 
target gas, response and recovery time, signal noise, power consumption, size, 
cost, environmental conditions, among others. All these factors are described as 
the four S: suitability, sensitivity, selectivity, and stability [26]. 
Some of the parameters mentioned above are defined below. 
Sensor response  
Sensor response (S) is defined as the ratio in change of the sensor 
conductance. For clarity, all formula definitions will be expressed in function of 
the sensor resistance. For an n-type material sensing an oxidizing gas, the sensor 
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where Ra is the resistance of the gas sensor in air exposure and Rg is the 
resistance in target gas exposure. Also, it is possible to express the 
percentage response as:  
𝑺𝑺(%) =  
∆𝑹𝑹
𝑹𝑹𝒈𝒈





The sensitivity is the slope of the sensor response curve.  
Selectivity  
It is the ability of the sensor to discriminate one gas upon the presence 
of interfering gases.  
Stability   
It is the ability of the sensor to keep its performance constant throughout 
its lifetime.   
Response/recovery time  
For a sensor in steady-state and having a step change on the input: the 
response time, τres, is the time the sensor resistance takes to reach 90% of its 
maximum change. The recovery time, τrec, is the time the sensor resistance takes 
to recover 90% of its maximum change. The total change is the difference 
between the maximum change of the resistance and the resistance in steady 
state. 
 
Fig. 1.5 Response and recovery time. 
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 Operating temperature  
The oxygen adsorption rate constant (kOxy) depends on the temperature, 
so the sensor response also depends on the temperature. The operating 
temperature is at which the sensor operation is effective, according to the 
application requirements. 
 Gases to Detect 
The wide range of potential applications for gas sensors is largely due to 
the different gases that can be detected and their detection volume. The 
selectivity and sensitivity requirements are different for each application. The 
most common gases to detect and their detection ranges according to their 
detection applications are described below. 
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is a reddish-brown toxic gas with a characteristic 
sharp, biting odor. Furthermore, the NO2 is soluble in water and is a strong 
oxidant. The NO2 is the product of the combustion of fossil fuels. The emission 
sources of NO2 are vehicle exhausts, thermal power stations, pulp mills, butane 
heaters, gas stoves, among others. High environment concentrations of NO2 
have adverse effects on human health and could contribute in the global climate 
change. Also, NO2 plays a role in determining the ozone (O3) concentrations in 
the troposphere. The Environmental Directorate General of the European 
Commission establishes health-based standards for human exposure to NO2: 
around 100 ppb for a one-hour exposure period and around 21 ppb over one 
year [27]. While the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) establishes 
100 ppb and 53 ppb for one hour exposure and one year exposure, respectively 
[28]. Therefore, the request is that the gas sensors be able to measure 
concentrations in the range of 0.01-3 ppm [29]. 
Hydrogen (H2) is a colorless, odorless, and tasteless flammable gas. The 
main uses of hydrogen are in the chemical industry as a process supply or 
product and as a gaseous fuel to replace carbon-based fuels in aircraft, 
submarines, and vehicles. In its liquid form is used as power source for 
space-shuttles. The lower explosive limit for hydrogen in air is 40000 ppm (4%). 
The EPA fixed the 10% of the lower explosive limit, that is 4000 ppm, as safety 
factor [30]. When the gas concentration reaches the safety factor the EPA 
recommends the evacuation of the personnel. Therefore, in the case of gas 
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sensors needed to detect hydrogen leakage and concentration is necessary the 
sensors can indicate the concentration of hydrogen in the range of 
100-100000 ppm (0.01-10%) for safety sensors or 10000-1000000 ppm (1-10%) 
for fuel cells [31].  
Hydrogen sulfide (H2S) is a flammable, colorless gas, soluble in various 
liquids including water, that smells like rotten eggs. The natural sources of H2S 
are volcanoes, sulfur springs, undersea vents, swamps, stagnant bodies of water, 
among others. The human activities that are source of H2S are sewage treatment 
plants, swine containment, manure-handling operations, pulp and paper 
operations, petroleum refineries, natural gas plants, food processing plants and 
tanneries. People can smell H2S at low concentrations, ranging from 0.005 to 
0.3 ppm [32]. At higher concentrations, the smell can no longer be recognized, 
this can increase the risk to high concentration exposure bringing serious health 
effects. H2S air concentrations from natural sources are less than 
0.00011-0.00033 ppm while in surface and waste waters the concentration is 
ranging around 1-5 ppm. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
(OSHA) of the U.S. set a ceiling limit of 20 ppm of exposure to H2S for a period of 
15-minute during the working day. While the National Institute for Occupational 
Safety and Health (NIOSH) determined that 100 ppm of H2S exposure is 
immediately dangerous to life or health [32]. While the European Agency for 
Safety and Heath at Work establishes the occupational H2S exposure limit values 
of 5 ppm to 8-hours weighted average and 10 ppm for a 15-minute period [33]. 
Ammonia (NH3) is a colorless, highly irritant gas with a characteristic 
pungent and suffocating odor. Ammonia is essential for many biological 
processes. It is part of the nitrogen cycle and is produced in the soil from bacterial 
processes. It is also produced from the decomposition of organic matter, 
including plants, animals, and animal wastes. Artificially, the ammonia emission 
is related with the agriculture, refrigeration systems, automotive, and chemical 
industries. Furthermore, ammonia is related to medical diagnosis. The human 
body also produces small quantities of ammonia, an unbalance of the ammonia 
production could indicate peptic ulcers and renal/liver diseases. The exposure at 
high concentrations of ammonia has toxic effects for human health. Because 
ammonia is present in a large variety of fields, it takes relevance to detect and 
measure the concentration of ammonia present in each field. Below the 
detection range of ammonia for some areas of application is described [34].  
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• To monitor environmental conditions is desirable a detection 
range of 0.1 ppb to 200 ppm. 
•  In cars, to measure ammonia emissions in a range of around 
4-2000 g/min, to control the air quality of the passenger cabinet, detection of 
50 ppm is necessary, and in the exhaust of diesel vehicles, it is necessary a range 
of detection of 1-100 ppm. 
• In the chemical industry, it is needed a detection range of 
20-1000 ppm. 
• And in medical diagnosis, it is needed the sensor can measure 
concentrations in the range of 50-2000 ppb.  
 
Ethanol (C2H6O) is a clear, colorless liquid with wine-like odor. It is the 
principal part of the alcoholic drinks and is considered as a psychoactive drug. It 
has medical applications as antiseptic and disinfectant. Also, the ethanol is used 
as a solvent and in making other chemicals. Monitoring the concentration of 
ethanol is important for safety. Drunk drivers can be detected by an alcohol 
breath test, because the concentration of ethanol present in the human breath 
is related to blood alcohol concentration. In the workplace, the exposure to high 
airborne concentrations can lead to nose, throat or lungs irritations. While 
repeated exposure may affect the liver and the nervous system. For instance, the 
U.S. government (OSHA and NIOSH) established a permissible exposure limit of 
1000 ppm over a 10-hour work shift [35].  
Acetylene (C2H2) is a colorless gas that is used for welding and cutting 
metals. Its combustion in oxygen produces a higher combustion temperature 
than that of any other hydrocarbon gas and at concentrations between 2.3-82% 
produces an explosive mixture in the air [36]. Easily ignites and burns. Under 
prolonged exposure to fire or heat the containers may rupture violently and 
rocket.  
 Fabrication Methods  
The elemental fabrication of MOX gas sensors consists of the integration 
of the MOX on the substrate. As mentioned above, the substrate could have 
electrodes and heater, and they can be deposited before or after the integration 
of the MOX on the substrate. 
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Two approaches are followed to integrate the MOX over the flexible 
substrate, either direct growth on the substrate or the transfer to the substrate 
after growth. 
For instance, the techniques used as a direct growth method are 
Vapor-Liquid-Solid (VLS), Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD), Hydrothermal, 
Sol-Gel, among others. Instead, the techniques used for transferring the MOX 
are drop coating, spin coating, inkjet printing, screen printing, and transfer 
printing, among others.  
 Direct Growth  
Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD)  
Using CVD, a heated substrate is exposed to a gaseous precursor or a 
mixture of gaseous precursors. The gases react or dissociate on or near the 
heated substrate depositing a film of the desired material. The main CVD 
parameters are deposition temperature, pressure, input gas ratio, and flow rate. 
The Fig. 1.6 illustrates the CVD process [37]. 
 
 
Fig. 1.6 The principle of chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [38] 
 
 There are different CVD routes based on different heating methods to 
cause the reaction, and the type of precursor used. Some variants of CVD 
techniques are atmospheric pressure CVD (APCVD), aerosol assisted CVD 
(AACVD), plasma-enhanced CVD (PECVD), thermally activated CVD, photo-
assisted CVD, metalorganic CVD, among others. 
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Physical Vapor Deposition  
PVD processes consist of a solid-vapor-solid transformation of the 
material to be deposited.  
The target material in a solid-state is transformed into a gaseous state 
and then is condensed on the substrate in the form of a thin film. According to 
the process used to evaporate the solid, these techniques can be subdivided into 
evaporation, sputtering and ion plating processes. 
Sol-Gel  
In the sol-gel process, the solid particles are suspended in a colloidal 
solution. This solution can be deposited through spin-coating, dip-coating and by 
spray-coating. Then the solution can be converted into a gel. Then the film is 
dried and sintered obtaining a solid layer.  
 Transfer  
Drop Coating  
Drop coating is a technique used for active layer deposition. As its name 
says, the material is deposited in drop form over the electrodes employing a 
micropipette. Then, the material is dried or annealed.  
 Transfer Printing 
Transfer printing is the set of techniques used to deposit materials in 2D 
or 3D arrangements. This technique is based on using a molded stamp to deposit 
the materials over a substrate. The stamp is usually made of an elastomeric 
material. This technique is classified into additive, subtractive, and deterministic. 
In the additive approach, the ink is deposited on the stamp and then stamped on 
the receiver substrate. In the subtractive approach, the stamp removes parts of 
the substrate. The deterministic approach combines the additive and subtractive 
approaches. For example, structures can be prepared by additive transfer in 
substrate 1. Some structures are removed from substrate 1 and transferred to 
substrate 2. 
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Screen Printing  
In screen printing deposition the pattern to deposit is determined by the 
screen. The ink has the materials to obtain the electrodes or the active layer. To 
make the pattern, the screen is coated with an ultraviolet-sensitive emulsion 
upon which the pattern can be formed photographically. The screen is held in 
horizontal position, and the substrate is located under the screen (in horizontal 
position). The screen and the substrate are separated by a snap-off distance 
during the printing process. An amount of ink is placed in the screen surface near 
the pattern. Then ink is squeegeed and passes through the screen openings being 
transferred to the substrate. Finally, the pattern obtained is dried  [13,39]. The 
quality of the obtained pattern is affected by ink viscosity, printing speed, 
snap-off distance, material and size of the mesh, hardness and geometry of the 
squeegee, and by the substrate. In Figure 1.7 screen printing process is depicted 
and the process variables that influence it are summarized [40].  
 
Fig. 1.7 Elements of the screen printing process [40]. 
  
Inkjet Printing  
Inkjet printing of materials resembles the home/office inkjet printers. In 
comparison with the drop coating technique, the inkjet printing allows accurate 
positioning of the drops and diminishes their volume. The equipment controls 
the jetting. At present, there are two different inkjet printing techniques for 
functional material deposition: continuous inkjet (CIJ) and drop on demand 
(DOD).  
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In Continuous inkjet systems (CIJ) the ink is in a pressurized reservoir 
under vibration. The reservoir pressure is increased to break up the fluid stream 
and generate a continuous and consistent stream of drops. The drops are 
deflected by electrostatic plates to the substrate or to a recirculation gutter 
[1,41].  
In the Drop on Demand (DOD) inkjet, the head nozzles are placed 
vertically, above and close to the substrate. They eject a drop of ink when are 
activated. Through a pulse sent to the head nozzle, the pressure within the 
reservoir is increased and a drop is ejected. The pulse can be generated thermally 
or piezoelectrically [1]. Figure 1.8 illustrates the differences between each inkjet 
printing system. 
  
Fig. 1.8 Schematic representation of (a) a continuous inkjet printing (CIJ) and (b) Drop-on-
Demand system [1]. 
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 State of the Art 
After briefly explaining the most commonly used manufacturing 
techniques for metal oxide gas sensors, this section summarizes the flexible gas 
sensors based on metal oxides developed up to date. Amid the fabricated devices 
are sensors of NO2, H2, H2S, NH3, ethanol (C2H6O), and acetylene (C2H2), among 
others. The works were organized according to the method employed to deposit 
the active layer. Annex I presents the details about their fabrication in a more 
condensed way. 
 Drop Coating. 
Using the drop coating technique to deposit the active layer allows 
employing transducers fabricated through a variety of techniques.  
Shinde et al. [42] fabricated a NO2 gas sensor based on PEDOT:PSS 
(poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate) and  WO3 
nanoparticles using a coating technique. Over a PET substrate a ZnO layer was 
sputtered followed by a silver layer to obtain silver electrodes. A solution of 
PEDOT:PSS-WO3 was coated on silver electrodes. The sensor had a response 
(ΔR/R0 x100) of 1.22% to 4 ppm of NO2 at room-temperature.  
Choi et al.[43] fabricated an embedded colorless polyimide (cPI) heater 
over which were drop-coated PdO-Co3O4 hollows nanocubes functionalized by 
SWCNTs. The Ni(core)/Au(shell) mesh heater was fabricated by using transfer 
printing, UV/O3 treatment, reactive ion etching, electrodeposition, and 
electroless deposition. Once fabricated the mesh of the heater, cPI was coated 
over it using a doctor blade. Finger electrodes of Cr/Au were formed by e-beam 
evaporator using a shadow mask. Finally, the nanoparticles were drop-coated 
over the electrodes. The sensor had a response of 3.09% to 1 ppm of NO2 at 
100 °C. 
Yaqoob et al. [44] fabricated a NO2 gas sensor based on hybrid WO3 NPs 
loaded MWCNT-RGO. The substrate used was a commercial PI tape that was 
attached to a Si substrate during all fabrication steps. The gold electrodes were 
deposited using photolithography and RF magnetron sputtering. The WO3 NPs 
loaded MWCNT-RGO solution was deposited by drop coating between the 
electrodes. Finally, the commercial PI tape was peeled off and attached to a PET 
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substrate. The sensor had a response of 8.5% to 1 ppm of NO2 at 
room-temperature. 
Similarly, NO2 sensors based on MWCNTs-WO3 nanoparticles were 
fabricated [45]. Gold electrodes were sputtered over a PET substrate and the 
MWCNTs-WO3 NPs were gel casted using a doctor blade. The sensors had a 
response of 8.5% to 1 ppm of NO2 at room-temperature. 
Zheng et al. [46] fabricated an ethanol sensor based on ZnO 
nanoparticles deposited by drop casting. PET coated with ITO was used as a 
substrate, and the ITO layer was etched by laser ablation to obtain the 
electrodes. Then, the ZnO nanoparticles dispersed in water were drop-coated. 
The sensor had a response of 0.15% to 1 ppm of ethanol at room-temperature. 
Kim et al. [47] fabricated an alcohol gas sensor by combining spin coating 
processes and photolithography. Over a Si substrate PI was spin-coated to obtain 
the flexible substrate. Then, the Si/PI substrate was treated with oxygen plasma 
to later spun In2O3 solution and dried it. The In2O3 layers was patterned by 
photolithography by using etch-back process. After that PtNPs were 
spray-coated on them. To fabricate the electrode, a photo resin was patterned 
to preserve the sensitive layer. AgNWs were spun, dried, dry etched and wet 
etched. Finally, the PI was peeled off from Si substrate. The sensor had a 
response of 9502.25% to 1 ppm of ethanol at room-temperature. 
Kuru et al. [48] fabricated hydrogen sensors based on WS2 nanosheets. 
The fabrication implied the dispersion in deionized water of WS2 nanosheets and 
palladium precursor. A polyimide substrate was coated with the dispersion and 
then dried. The last step was to deposit Ti/Au contacts by sputtering. The sensor 
had a response of 10% to 10 ppm of H2 at room-temperature. 
Bai et al. [49] obtained a polyaniline-SnO2 heterojunction through 
combining coating the substrate with SnO2 nanoparticles and in situ oxidative 
polymerization. The SnO2 nanoparticles were coated and dried over a PET 
substrate. Then the substrate was immersed in an aqueous solution having the 
aniline. The polymerization reaction occurred in an ice bath for 30 min. After 
that, the sample was rinsed with ethanol and dried. The sensor had a response 
of 212.8% to 1.8 ppm of NH3 at room-temperature. 
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Jang et al. [50] fabricated a dimethyl sulfide (DMS) gas sensor using SnO2 
nanosheets functionalized with Pt. First, a heater embedded substrate was 
prepared. Silver nanowires AgNWs were transferred to glass-fabric then a 
polymerization was performed to obtain the hybrid composite film 
(AgNW-GRFVPH). Over the composite film, gold electrodes were patterned by 
using a shadow mask and e-beam evaporation. The Pt-SnO2 NSs were coated 
over the electrodes. The sensor had a response of 348% to 1 ppm of DMS, at 
160 °C.  
Perillo and Rodriguez [51] used a completely different approach to 
deposit the sensitive material. Using a polyimide substrate with gold sputtered 
electrodes, titania nanotube membrane was transferred to the substrate by 
immersing the substrate in isopropyl alcohol solution having the membrane. The 
membrane slid over the substrate, then the substrate was removed from the 
solution. Then a titanium solution was applied over the membrane to facilitate 
the adhesion between the membrane and substrate. The sensor had a response 
of 3649.44% to 1 ppm of trimethylamine at 60 °C. 
 Direct Growth 
It has been proved that metal oxides nanoparticles can be deposited over 
a plastic substrate by means of chemical polymerization. By this method, it is 
possible to form heterojunctions of polyaniline and metal oxide nanoparticles. 
Another method to directly grow nanostructures over a substrate is the 
hydrothermal method. This method is used to growth nanoparticles in shape of 
rods or nanowires and has been widely developed to ZnO growth. 
Kwon et al. [52] used the hydrothermal process to obtain ZnO NRs over 
polyimide. The seed layer was deposited by e-beam evaporation. The 
hydrothermal process was performed in an oven for 30 min at 85 °C. Nickel 
electrodes were deposited over the ZnO NRs by RF magnetron sputtering. The 
performance of the sensors was tested through NO2 exposition. The sensor had 
a response of 6100% to 1 ppm of NO2 at 270 °C.  
Using chemical polymerization Li et al. developed flexible NH3 sensors 
[53,54] based in polyaniline@flower like WO3 or In2O3 nanospheres@polyaniline. 
The principal process includes preparing a solution that has metal oxide NPs, 
aniline, and oxidant. The solution was kept under ice bath and the substrate was 
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immersed into the solution. After 2 h, the substrate is removed, rinsed, and 
dried. The sensor based on polyaniline@flower like WO3 had a response of 150% 
at room-temperature. Instead, the sensor based on Au-In2O3 nanospheres with 
polyaniline had a response of 300% at room-temperature. 
Yang et al. [55] fabricated a ZnO/ZnS Core-Shell nanowires by localized 
hydrothermal synthesis. To obtain the flexible substrate, liquid PI was 
spin-coated over a Si-substrate and cured. To obtain the heater, a photoresist 
was patterned on the substrate by photolithography, Ti/Pt electrodes were 
obtained by e-beam evaporation and lift-off processes. After that, another layer 
of PI was spin-coated over the heater, as insulation between the heater and the 
electrodes. Again, a photoresist was patterned to deposit Cr/Au electrodes. 
Photoresist was spin-coated and patterned to open contact pad. Finally, the PI 
film with the fabricated device was detached form the Si substrate. To grow the 
ZnO nanowires, the substrate was coated with a ZnO seed solution and heated 
at 350 °C. Then, using a PDMS mask placed over the electrodes, a ZnO precursor 
solution was dropped over the electrodes. Voltage was applied to the heater to 
grow the nanowires. Then, the PDMS mask was replaced and Pd nanoparticle 
solution was applied same as the ZnO precursor. After the devices were rinsed 
and dried, a sulfurization process was carried out to form a ZnS layer. The sensing 
properties of the fabricated devices were tested through H2S exposure. The 
sensor had a response of 103% to 1 ppm at 200 °C. 
Also, by performing the hydrothermal method without autoclave and 
outside of the oven it is possible to grow ZnO nanorods. Mohammad et al [56] 
fabricated a ZnO nanorod using this approach. To fabricate the sensor 
thermonylon was used as a substrate and was fixed to a microscope slide glass 
during all the fabrication steps. The seed layer of ZnO was deposited using RF 
magnetron sputtering with a ZnO target. The hydrothermal reaction was carried 
out in a hot plate at 90 °C for 3 h. The ZnO NRs were loaded with Platinum and 
Palladium particles using RF magnetron sputtering. Platinum electrodes were 
deposited over the ZnO NRs layer using a metal mask by RF magnetron 
sputtering.  The sensor had a response of 10% to 1 ppm of H2 at 180 °C. 
Hassan et al. [57] fabricated a sensor based on ZnO nanorods using 
hydrothermal process. A commercial PI was attached to Si substrate to perform 
all the fabrication processes. By sol-gel method a ZnO film was deposited over 
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the substrate as the nanorods seeds. For the ZnO NRs growth, the substrate was 
immersed in a ZnO precursor solution in a Teflon-lined autoclave. The solution 
was kept at 90 °C for 4 h, to later be rinsed and dried. A Pt/Pd film was deposited 
over the ZnO NRs via Pulsed Laser Deposition. Gold electrodes were deposited 
over the ZnO NRs using a metal mask and RF magnetron sputtering. The sensor 
was tested at different concentrations of H2. The sensor had a response of 28% 
to 1 ppm of H2 at 100 °C.  
Among the variety of methods to direct growth of metal oxides is the 
chemical vapor deposition. Ramirez et al. [58] fabricated a flexible gas sensor by 
depositing WO3 nanowires via Aerosol Assisted Chemical Vapor Deposition 
(AA-CVD). Ramirez et al deposited WO3 nanowires over a polyimide substrate 
with inkjet-printed gold electrodes. For the nanowire deposition, the sensor was 
placed in a hot-wall reactor at 350 °C, and then a precursor solution was 
vaporized and forced to flow inside the reactor to growth the nanowires. After 
the precursor solution ran-out and the reactor cooled down, the sensor was 
removed from the reactor and annealed. The gas sensing properties of the 
sensor were tested upon H2 exposure. The sensor had a response of 500% to 
40 ppm of H2 at 220 °C. 
Following the same approach that Hassan et al, Uddin et al fabricated 
Ag-ZnO nanorods sensors using PET as substrate [59,60]. The seed layer was 
deposited through a metal mask using RF magnetron sputtering. The ZnO NRs 
were grown by hydrothermal method. And the ZnO NRs were coated with Ag 
nanoparticles via RF magnetron sputtering deposition. Acetylene (C2H2) gas was 
measured. In the first work, the sensors were exposed to the target gas and light 
illumination. The sensors had a response of 150% to 1 ppm of C2H2 at 120 °C. In 
the second work, the sensors were tested without illumination. The sensors had 
a response of 100% to 1 ppm of C2H2 at 200 °C. 
Another method to deposit metal oxides particles over the substrate is 
sol-gel. Subbiah et al. [61] fabricated a ZnO sensor by sol-gel grown over a cotton 
fabric. For the fabrication, the cotton fabric was activated by argon plasma and 
the ZnO seed layer was deposited by RF magnetron sputtering. Then, the cotton 
fabric was dipped in the sol-gel solution at 80 °C for 2 h. The sensor showed high 
sensitivity to acetaldehyde gas. The sensor had a response of 3200% to 100 ppm 
of acetaldehyde gas at room-temperature. 
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 Direct Deposition 
The deposition methods grouped in this section correspond to methods 
in which the metal oxide nanoparticles were synthesized in an earlier step and 
are not classified as printing methods.  
Hassan et al. fabricated [62] a sensor by direct deposit of Mg and Pd 
nanowires over anodisc membrane. The nanowires were deposited using RF 
magnetron sputtering. Gold electrodes also were deposited using RF magnetron 
sputtering using a shadow mask. The fabricated sensor was tested to H2 
exposure. The sensor had a response of 0.7% to 1 ppm of H2 at 
room-temperature. 
Kumaresan et al. [63] fabricated a hydrogen sensor based on 
Indium-Gallium-Zinc Oxide (IGZO). As a substrate, PMMA was spin-coated over a 
rigid glass slide. Then a negative resist was spin-coated. A layer of SiO2 was 
deposited through a shadow mask by e-beam evaporation. Then a layer of IGZO 
was sputtered followed of a layer of Pd deposited by e-beam. Au/Ti electrodes 
were deposited by e-beam. The sensors had a response of 2.3 x 106% to 
50 000 ppm of H2, at room-temperature.  
Hao et al [64] followed the same approaches explained above to grow 
and deposit WS2 thin films. As substrate they used thin Si substrates. To obtain 
the substrate Si wafers were etched to ~10 µm. WS2 thin films were grown over 
the substrates by using DC sputtering. Then a Pd layer was deposited after Al 
electrodes. The devices fabricated were tested upon H2 exposure. The sensors 
had a response of 70% to 1 ppm of H2, at room-temperature.  
Krsko et al. [65] fabricated a hydrogen sensor over polyimide substrate. 
The sensor consisted of a TiO2 layer with top electrodes. The TiO2 layer was 
deposited by DC magnetron sputtering. The electrodes were deposited by 
magnetron sputtering and patterned by photolithography and Ar ion beam 
etching. The sensor had a response of 9900% to 1 ppm of H2 at 
room-temperature.  
Kim et al. [66] used an similar approach to transfer printing to obtain 
arrays of ZnO Nanoflowers. By PDMS rubbing technique patterned polystyrene 
MPs that were used to obtain ZnO shell arrays.  A glass substrate was covered 
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with photoresist and circular patterns which were obtained by photolithography. 
Polystyrene MPs were placed on the patterns by PDMS rubbing technique. Then 
a ZnO film was deposited over the MPs using RF magnetron sputtering. A 
polyimide substrate was covered with PVP to obtain a receiver substrate. The 
ZnO shell arrays were transferred to the PVP-PI substrate by applying pressure. 
Subsequently, the ZnO nanoflowers were obtained by hydrothermal process. 
SWCNTs top electrodes were deposited using spray coater. The sensor was 
tested upon NO2 exposure. The sensor had a response of 740% to 1 ppm of NO2, 
at 270 °C. 
Annapureddy et al.[67] sprayed WO3 hollow spheres onto polyimide 
substrates to fabricate a NO2 gas sensor. The WO3 particles were mixed with a 
carrier gas and ejected through a nozzle onto a substrate. Once the WO3 layer 
was deposited, Au/Cr electrodes were deposited via RF magnetron sputtering 
using a shadow mask. The sensor had a response of 4005% to 2.25 ppm of NO2 
at room temperature. 
Geng et al [68] deposited ZnO hierarchical structures using a flame torch. 
A suspension having the as-synthesized ZnO powder was prepared. The 
suspension was ejected into the flame by a nozzle. To make this deposition 
technique reproducible, a six-axis robot arm held the flame torch. As a substrate 
a polypropylene paper, with screen-printed gold electrodes, was used. The 
sensing properties of the fabricated sensor were tested under light exposure. 
The sensor had a response of 260% to 1 ppm of NO2 at room-temperature.  
Following the direct transfer concept, Seo et al [69] proposed a method 
for transferring nanowires to flexible substrates. Furthermore, Seo et al 
fabricated a sensor using their transfer method. The transfer method consists on 
using a Si nanograting cover with a layer of amorphous carbon. This last is used 
as sacrificial layer. Then nanowires can be grown over the sacrificial layer by 
physical vapor deposition (PVD). Later, the sacrificial layer is etched using O2 
plasma to facilitate the future peel-off step. To obtain a flexible substrate a liquid 
phase polymer is poured over the nanowires. Finally, the flexible substrate is 
peeled off from the Si nanograting. As a demonstration of the method, Seo et al 
fabricated a Cu2O sensors that detected NO2, the sensor responses were not 
clearly stated in the work. 
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 Printing Deposition 
Sakthivel et al. [70] fabricated a flexible CuO sensor using printing 
techniques. They used a PET substrate, over it, silver electrodes were deposited 
by screen printing. The electrodes were dried at 120 °C for 20 min. A paste with 
previously synthesized CuO was prepared. The paste was deposited by screen 
printing over the electrode area. The CuO layer was dried at 120 °C for 2 hours. 
The sensor was tested upon different concentrations of NH3. The sensor had a 
response of 18% to 5 ppm of NH3 at 27 °C.  
Also using printing techniques, but with a different treatment after 
drying the active layer, Dubourg and Radovic [71] fabricated TiO2 sensors. As 
flexible substrate they used PET. First, silver electrodes were screen-printed over 
PET. The electrodes were dried in an oven at 110 °C for 15 min. TiO2 particles 
were dispersed to form a paste which was screen-printed later. The samples 
were dried at ambient temperature for 2 days. Finally, the sample was laser 
treated. The sensor was tested upon ethanol exposure. The sensor had a 
response of 4700% to 100 ppm of ethanol at 25 °C. 
In most of the works listed, non-printing techniques were used to deposit 
the active layer. In contrast, just few works have been developed using printing 
electronics.  
Rieu et al. [72] developed a flexible gas sensor using only inkjet printing 
technique to deposit electrodes and active layer. The substrate used was 
polyimide and the electrodes were made of gold ink. After printing the gold ink, 
the samples were placed in an oven at 250 °C for 3 h to dry and sinter the ink. 
Electrodes were printed in one side of the substrate; on the reverse a heater was 
printed. The SnO2 particles were synthesized by sol-gel and properties of the 
liquid were adjusted to be able to print it. The sensor was tested under exposure 
to CO and NO2. The sensor had a response of 4200% to 1 ppm of NO2 at 200 °C. 
The sputtering is not a large area deposition technique and its use needs 
of previous and subsequent processes, such as photolithography, etching, 
plasma treatment, etc. placing the fabrication of flexible sensors at the same 
level than Si-based sensors regarding to materials, dimensions and costs. The 
successfully growth of metal oxides over a plastic substrate is demonstrated via 
hydrothermal synthesis but this technique is not suitable for large area 
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depositions. Moreover, drop coating is considered a simple deposition method, 
but it requires to be performed by specialized equipment to deposit material in 
a reproducible way. 
It should be clarified that there are more published works on flexible gas 
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CHAPTER 2  
In2O3 Sensors 
Fabricated by Drop 
Coating 
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In2O3 Sensors Fabricated by Drop Coating. 
 
 Introduction 
This chapter details the fabrication of metal oxide gas sensors using 
additive deposition techniques and a polymeric substrate. The techniques used 
were stencil for the fabrication of the electrodes and drop coating for the 
deposition of the active layer. The sensor responses are contrasted with their 
rigid sensor counterparts to evaluate the integration of polymeric foil as a 
substrate for metal oxide gas sensors. The rigid substrates consist of an alumina 
substrate (25.4 mm x 3.8 mm) with platinum interdigitated electrodes (IDE) and 
heater. Rigid sensors were obtained by depositing an active layer over the IDE. 
The flexible sensors fabricated include: 
• A flexible substrate, Kapton tape 25.4 µm thick. 
• An electrode made of conductive silver ink 
• An active layer of indium oxide. 
The conditions followed to perform a comparison between the sensors 
were: the use of the same fabrication technique for the active layer of both types 
of sensors, the use of the same IDE geometry, and the use of the same type of 
platinum heater. The use of the same IDE geometry for both types of sensors had 
the aim to equate the effect that the geometry IDE has on the resistance 
measurements of the active layer. By using the same type of heater, the flexible 
sensors can be on a par with the rigid ones, regarding heating conditions. 
Furthermore, the use of the same type of heater implies that the sensor with the 
polymeric substrate must be attached to an alumina substrate. 
 Sensors Fabrication 
The gas sensors were fabricated using a polymeric foil as a substrate. The 
polymeric foil chosen was Kapton® tape, made from Kapton HN (25.4 µm 
thickness), with silicone adhesive. The polymeric foil with adhesive can withstand 
temperatures as high as 260 °C [82]. As the first step, interdigitated electrodes 
(IDE) were deposited over the substrate. Subsequently, the active layer was 
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deposited over the electrodes. Furthermore, temperature calibration of the 
heater was performed to determine the required power to heat the active layer. 
 Electrode Fabrication 
A stencil technique was used to obtain the electrodes. Given the flexible 
and adhesive characteristics of the polymeric substrate, it was attached to an 
alumina substrate. The alumina substrate acted as a holder to facilitate the 
handling of the sensor in subsequent steps of the experiment.  
The stencil technique consisted of depositing ink through a mask. To 
obtain the masks, a second layer of Kapton tape was attached to the alumina 
substrate and was cut using a CO2 laser (Fenix Flayer Laser Marker FEFL-U). The 
patterns of the mask were designed using open-source computer graphics 
software (InkScape 0.92). The designs were imported and cut using the 
proprietary software of the laser. The electrodes were made of silver ink (DuPont 
5064H silver conductor). Fig. 2.1 shows the outline of the interdigitated 
electrodes. The fingers of the IDE and the gap are 300 µm wide. 
 
 
 Fig. 2.1 Sketch of the interdigitated electrodes. 
 
The Kapton® tape was cleaned with ethanol (Ethanol 96%, Sigma Aldrich) 
and was used to cover a piece of alumina with two layers of the tape. The 
covered face corresponded to the IDE; in this way, the heater side was available 
for power connections, facilitating subsequent steps of the experiment. The 
outward layer of Kapton® tape was used for the obtention of the mask, over it, 
the pattern was cut out using the CO2 laser. Then, the layer was cleaned with a 
cloth moistened with ethanol to remove carbon residues from the laser cut. The 
areas corresponding to the pattern were removed, creating a negative mask. 
Then, the silver ink was distributed over the mask with a spatula. The ink was 
dried in an oven (Memmet UNE 300) at 130°C for 20 minutes. After cooling down, 
the mask was removed, being still over the alumina one layer of the polymeric 
tape with silver IDE.  
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It was surmised that the heat dissipation would be higher in the heater 
side than the electrode side due to the difference in thermal conductivity 
between alumina and the polymeric substrate. Hence, three layers of Kapton® 
tape were stuck on the heater side of the alumina substrate to reduce the heat 
losses, keeping the heater contacts bare. At this point, the substrate with the 
silver IDE was ready for the active layer to be deposited.   
 Active Layer 
The indium oxide active layer was deposited by drop coating. In the drop 
coating technique, a metal oxide powder is mixed with a solvent; the mixture 
obtained is deposited by controlled injection.  A commercially available indium 
chloride (InCl3, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, Mo, USA, 99.8% purity) was oxidized to 
obtain a metal oxide powder. The precursor was heated inside a muffle 
(Carbolite Type RWF 12/5) at 500 °C for 120 minutes. The obtained material was 
milled until it turned into a fine dust. By this process, a powder of indium oxide 
was obtained. Then, 20 mg of the powder were mixed with 0.5 ml of 
1,2-propanediol (99.5%, Sigma Aldrich) and agitated until obtaining a 
homogeneous suspension.  
Afterward, using a micropipette, a droplet of 1 µl of the mixture was 
deposited on top of the IDE. The sensor was placed inside an oven (Memmet UNE 
300) at 70 °C to evaporate the solvent. The drop coating process was repeated 
until the resistance of the active layer reached values below 10 MΩ.  
After depositing the metal oxide active layer, sensors were tested 
through gas exposition. In the case of metal oxide gas sensors, better sensors 
responses could be obtained by increasing the temperature of the active layer. 
For the sensors over the polymeric substrate, there was no heater fabricated; 
the heater of the alumina substrate was used to heat the active layer.  
 Heater Calibration 
The temperature coefficient of resistivity (TCR) of the platinum heater 
was obtained experimentally. The heater was placed inside an oven and was 
heated at temperatures ranging from 50 to 250 °C. The electrical resistance for 
each temperature was measured. 
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Afterward, the heaters were characterized by heating with a constant 
current source and measuring the voltage across the heater. The change in the 
resistance and the obtained TCR were used to calculate the temperature during 
calibration. 
Because the Kapton is a good thermal insulator, it was important to 
estimate the temperature that the active layer could reach using the platinum 
heater. So, by depositing a resistor element instead of the active layer and 
measuring its resistance changes due to temperature would allow estimating the 
temperature that the active layer can reach. The outline of the fabricated 
resistors is illustrated in Fig 2.2, the meander had the same area as the IDE, and 
the same dimensions (height and width). 
 
Then, resistors were fabricated using the same procedure employed for 
IDE fabrication and the same ink. The resistors were placed inside the chamber 
for gas sensing. A constant current was applied to the platinum heaters while the 
resistance of the resistor was measured continuously. The values of the constant 
current applied were between 200 to 300 mA. The resistance was measured 
using a 34970A Agilent Data Acquisition/Switch Unit (Agilent Technologies, Inc.). 
For a better temperature approximation, the test was carried out under 
synthetic air-dry flow. The temperature reached by the heater, and the resistor, 
for different constant current values, is shown in Fig. 2.3. The results obtained 
show a mean difference of 6 °C between the temperatures of both heaters, 




Fig. 2.2 Outline of the silver resistor. 
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Fig. 2.3 Temperature characterization of the platinum heater and the silver resistor. 
 Gas Sensing Setup 
The gas detection function of the sensors was examined by placing the 
sensors inside a Teflon chamber through which a continuous gas flow of 
100 ml min-1 was forced to pass. During gas measurements, the sensors were 1 h 
under a flow of synthetic dry air (Air Premier Purity: 99.995%) to clean the surface 
of the active layer. Also, this period allowed the stabilization of the resistance of 
the sensor. Subsequently, sensors were continuously exposed to one gas 
concentration for 30 min, and synthetic air for 30 min. The target gases were 
NO2, NH3, and H2. The concentrations tested were obtained by diluting the gases 
on synthetic air. 
The gas detection was measured as changes in the electrical resistance 
of the active layer. The resistance was measured using a Keithley Electrometer 
6517A (Keithley Instruments, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.) and data was acquired 
through a custom-made application. A generic power supply was used to apply 
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 Results 
The drop coating technique used for the deposition of the active layer 
allowed a complete coating of the area corresponding to the electrodes over the 
polymeric substrate. This was seen when sensors were examined by E-SEM as 
shown in Fig 2.4.  
 
Fig. 2.4 Low magnification E-SEM images of the electrode area of a sensor using a polymeric 
substrate. Left: Electrode before drop coating deposition. Right: Electrode after drop coating 
deposition. 
 
Additionally, the E-SEM images clearly showed a difference in the 
substrates. The images revealed the rough surface of the alumina due to the 
grain composition of this material. On the other hand, a flat surface was revealed 
for the polymeric substrate, Fig. 2.5 depicts this difference. 
  
Fig. 2.5 Detail of the active layer deposited over both substrates.  
Left: active layer over alumina. Right: active layer over Kapton. 
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Fig. 2.6 Morphology of the deposited indium oxide layer over Kapton tape. 
 
Furthermore, E-SEM images revealed a layer of indium oxide particles 
having an octahedral shape (Fig. 2.6). The particle size includes values from 
1.25 µm up to 9 µm. 
The crystalline structure of the as-synthesized In2O3 was studied through 
XRD analysis. The XRD analysis revealed that the diffraction patterns of the 
grown In2O3 correlated with the cubic bixbyite In2O3 structure (JCPDS card 
no. 01-071-2194) corresponding to space group Ia3 with lattice constants of 
a= 10.12 Å in accordance to previous studies of In2O3 crystallinity [83–86]. 
Figure 2.7 shows the XRD pattern of the grown In2O3 with the most 
representative peaks labeled.  
 
Fig. 2. 7 XRD pattern of the as-synthesized In2O3. 
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The sensors were tested using NO2, NH3 and H2 gases, and under 
different operating temperatures (100, 150, 200, and 250 °C). The as-synthesized 
indium oxide showed an n-type semiconductor behavior. This was confirmed 
with the increase of the resistance in the presence of oxidizing gases (NO2) and 
the decrease in the presence of reducing gases (NH3 or H2).  
 Sensors Comparison 
Since indium oxide has been shown to be more sensitive to NO2 [87,88], 
both types of sensors, either using alumina or polymeric tape, were tested 
through NO2 exposure. The NO2 concentrations measured were 3, 5, 5.5, and 
6 ppm. The interaction between the NO2, an oxidizing gas, and In2O3, a n-type 
material, caused an increase of the sensor resistance. Several studies reported 
an ideal operating temperature for NO2 detection in the range of 100 and 150 °C 
[88–92], for this reason the sensors were tested at these temperatures. The 
response and recovery for sensors over rigid and polymeric substrate to different 
concentrations of NO2 at 150 °C is presented in Fig. 2.8, where the sensor 
resistance was normalized (R/R0). 
 
Fig. 2.8 Normalized dynamic responses during one cycle of NO2 measurements at 150 °C. 
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Fig. 2.9 Sensors responses as a function of the temperature. 
 
The sensors responses as a function of temperature revealed that higher 
responses are obtained at 150 °C for both types of sensors, as shown in the 
Fig. 2.9. Furthermore, Fig. 2.9 shows that all the sensors have the same behavior 
towards NO2 exposure. Also, sensors fabricated using a polymeric substrate had 
lower responses than sensors on the alumina substrate. 
Since the sensors were fabricated using the same sensitive material and 
the same geometry, they were also measured under the same conditions 
(temperature, gas flow, etc.), it was concluded that the difference between their 
responses was due to the different electrode materials. 
In the literature, we can find a lot of studies where it was proven that the 
electrode material has interference in the sensor response [93–100]. From all 
these studies, it is possible to summarize four aspects of the metal-MOX junction 
that influence the sensor performance: 
• Potential barrier (Schottky) between the metal-MOX interface. 
• Diffusion (auto-doping) of the metal into the MOX. 
• Deposition method of the electrode. 
• Catalytic activity of the metal electrode. 
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Potential Barrier 
When a metal is in contact with a semiconductor, the Fermi level of the 
semiconductor adjusts to and aligns to with the Fermi level of the metal by an 
amount equal to the difference between the two work functions of the two 
materials [101]. This difference is the Schottky barrier height. Theoretically, the 
Schottky barrier is the difference between the work function of the metal and 
the electron affinity of the semiconductor. The electron affinity is the energy 
difference of an electron between the vacuum level and the lower edge of the 
conduction band. The work function is the amount of energy needed to remove 
an electron from the Fermi level to just outside of the metal with zero kinetic 
energy. 
Φ𝐵𝐵 = (Φ𝑚𝑚 − 𝜒𝜒) 
For metal-semiconductor junctions which have low Schottky barrier, the 
current flows in both directions, these are non-rectifying junctions (Φ𝑚𝑚 < Φ𝑠𝑠) 
it is said that the junction has an ohmic contact. When (Φ𝑚𝑚 > Φ𝑠𝑠), the junction 
forms a rectifying Schottky barrier and the current only flows in one direction. 
When a metal-semiconductor junction is in thermal equilibrium there is 
a contact potential difference that is given by the difference between the work 
functions of both materials: 
𝑒𝑒𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 = (Φ𝑚𝑚 −Φ𝑠𝑠) 
Where Vbi is known as ‘contact potential difference’ or the built-in 
potential of the junction and is expressed in volts, 𝑒𝑒Vbi is the potential barrier 
which an electron moving from the semiconductor into the metal must surmount 
[101]. 
These barriers contribute to the overall sensor resistance. For this 
reason, it is desirable to have a metal-semiconductor junction with an ohmic 
contact. In this way, the contact resistance is reduced, and the resistance 
changes due to intergranular contact can dominate the sensor resistance 
changes. Moreover, when the junction barriers are larger (Schottky barrier) they 
can react with the gas altering the sensor performance [39]. 
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Diffusion (auto-doping) 
Among the metals used for electrodes, silver and gold electrodes have 
tendency to diffuse into the semiconductor layer. For instance, the mobility of 
silver occurs at temperatures between 300-400 °C. When the mobility occurs, 
atoms of the electrode migrate to the semiconductor layer occurring a doping 
effect. For instance, it was found that silver electrode SnO2 sensors had the same 
response than gold electrode Ag-doped SnO2 sensors [100]. Also, it was found 
that Au atoms diffused into SnO2 layer, lowering the operating temperature of 
the sensor [93]. 
Deposition Method 
The purity percentage of the metal deposited to fabricate the electrodes 
varies according to the technique used. While for an electrode deposition by 
sputtering, the target deposited is a metal with elevated levels of purity, the inks 
used for printing processes contains around 60% of metal and binders that can 
interfere in the contact of the metal-semiconductor junction or can react with 
the semiconductor. The lower content of metal and the presence of binders 
could contribute to the reduction of the sensor responses [99]. 
Catalytic Activity 
The materials used for electrode fabrication – Pt, Pd, Au, and Ag – have 
catalytic properties. The improvements in the sensor response can be explained 
by the spillover effect. The electrode material facilitates the activation of the gas 
particles. Gas particles reach the semiconductor surface, and the reaction occurs. 
On the other hand, the catalytic reaction could occur on the electrode material 
with direct desorption which will lead to a reduction of the analyte 
concentration, diminishing the sensor signal. 
From the aspects described above, the factor that could explain the 
difference between the responses of the sensors fabricated over Kapton and the 
sensors fabricated over alumina substrates is the potential barrier of the 
metal-MOX junctions. The work function of the indium oxide has been calculated 
between 5-6 eV [102,103]. Instead, the work function of the pure silver and 
platinum are 4.26 eV and 5.65 eV, respectively. It is clear that the Ag-In2O3 
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junction has the bigger contact potential difference having a bigger contribution 
to the sensor impedance. 
From here, more gas sensing measurements were performed exclusively 
using the sensors fabricated using the polymeric foil. The gases tested were 
reducing gases, H2 and NH3. 
 H2 sensing 
The sensor response to different concentrations of H2 was examined. The 
Fig. 2.10 shows the normalized resistance of the sensor (R/R0) for one cycle of H2 
measurements at 250 °C. Where R0 is the initial resistance before exposure to H2 
gas, and R is the measured resistance during the test.  
 
 
Fig. 2.10 Normalized dynamic response of one sensor during one cycle of H2 measurements 
(upper). Effect of the temperature on the sensors response (lower). 
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After stabilizing the resistance of the sensor, the applied gas pulses 
caused a decrease of the resistance. Then, synthetic air was applied again to 
return to the resistance baseline. The resistance showed a drift when retrieving 
the baseline. The analysis of the gas measurements at different temperatures 
revealed that In2O3 sensors had the higher responses at 250 °C. Fig. 2.11 shows 
the sensor calibration curve towards different concentrations of H2 at 250 °C. 
 
Fig. 2.11 Calibration curve for H2 exposure at optimal working temperature (250 °C). 
 
 NH3 Sensing 
The sensors response to different concentrations of NH3 was examined. 
Fig. 2.12 shows the normalized resistance (R/R0) for one cycle of NH3 
measurements at 150 °C. Gas pulses of NH3 caused a decrease in the resistance 
of the sensors, according to the n-type behavior of the In2O3. 
The sensors response as a function of the temperature was investigated. 
Fig. 2.13 shows the sensors response for different operating temperatures. It 
was found out that sensor responses were higher when the sensor was working 
at 150 °C.  
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Fig. 2.12 Normalized dynamic response of one sensor during one cycle of ammonia 
measurements at 150 °C. 
 
 
Fig. 2.13 Sensors response as a function of the temperature (upper). Calibration curve for NH3 
exposure at optimal working temperature (150 °C) (lower). 
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 Discussion 
The elementary drop coating technique employed for the fabrication of 
the sensors allows depositing the active layer at low temperatures, below 150 °C. 
A good covering of the electrode area was achieved using this technique. 
Therefore, it is suitable for the fabrication of flexible gas sensors, even using 
other flexible substrates, such as PET or paper. Furthermore, the integration of 
particles synthesized at temperatures beyond the working temperature of the 
flexible substrates opens a range of possibilities to fabricate flexible gas sensors. 
Also, there is a point of improvement if specialized equipment is used to perform 
the drop coating deposition.   
The precursor synthetization method presented allowed fast and simple 
obtention of sensitive material compared with other methods, such as Chemical 
Vapor Deposition (CVD) or Vapor Phase Transport (VPT).  The flexible substrate 
employed made a significant difference in the fabrication cost comparing with 
the traditional rigid substrates. The cost of the required polymeric substrate to 
fabricate one transducer is approximately two thousand times lower than the 
cost to fabricate one transducer on an alumina substrate. The gas sensing results 
showed satisfactory performance of the fabricated sensors. The maximum 
operating temperature of the sensor was limited to around 250 °C because the 
conductive tracks presented damages when the sensor was heated at that 
temperature. Furthermore, the adhesive Kapton® tape can withstand 
temperatures around 280 °C. 
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CHAPTER 3  
Flexible Gas Sensor 
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Flexible Gas Sensors Fabricated by AA-CVD 
using Silver Stenciled Electrodes. 
 
 Introduction 
Among the different metal oxide nanoparticle structures, nanowires 
present excellent properties for gas sensing: exceptionally large surface to 
volume ratio, superior stability thanks to their high degree of crystallinity, 
possibility of reaching high integration densities, simple and low-cost 
preparation methods and their easy integration into devices [104,105]. The 
deposition of nanowires as an active layer of flexible gas sensors represents a 
challenge, because nanowires require high deposition temperatures, and there 
are few flexible substrates available in the market that can withstand these 
temperatures. 
It has been proved that tungsten trioxide (WO3) nanowires can be 
deposited through AA-CVD at temperatures under 400 °C [106,107]. Deposition 
temperatures below 400 °C are compatible with the properties of Kapton. 
Thereby, in this work AA-CVD has been chosen as direct grown metal oxide 
technique and WO3 nanowires were selected as sensitive layer. The sensors 
fabricated comprise: 
• A flexible substrate, Kapton, with 50 µm thickness. 
• Electrode and heater made of conductive silver ink. 
• Active layer of tungsten trioxide nanowires or tungsten trioxide 
nanowires decorated with palladium.  
This chapter describes how the AA-CVD deposition process for rigid 
substrates was adjusted for flexible substrates. Sensing properties of the flexible 
sensors before and after a bending process were studied. The bending process 
was carried out under controlled conditions to induce a reproducible and reliable 
bending of the sensor, through the use of a specialized testing machine. 
Additionally, it allowed the cyclic bending of the sensor. The study included three 
stages: 
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1. Gas sensing test.
2. Bending test.
3. Gas sensing test.
Sensors Fabrication 
Conductive Tracks 
In literature, it is possible to find MOX gas sensors fabricated using a 
variety of configurations for the electrodes [108]. The most spread configuration 
is interdigitated electrodes. In an interdigitated geometry, the electrodes can be 
at the top or at the bottom of the active layer. The heater is at the backside or 
surrounding the electrodes. If the heater is at the backside, the fabrication steps 
can increase and become more complex. If the heater is under the sensitive 
layer, a dielectric layer will be necessary. The deposition of a dielectric layer 
increases the fabrication steps. Finally, if the heater is surrounding the 
electrodes, the size of the sensor increases, and temperature homogeneity 
decreases.  
Bearing in mind the aim of reducing the number of steps and simplifying 
the fabrication, a geometry of one heater and one coplanar electrode was used. 
The active layer is deposited over both elements. Since there is only one 
electrode, the heater acts simultaneously as second electrode.  
For the design of the heater some aspects must be considered such as its 
geometry, the electrical properties of the material, and the fabrication limits. The 
relationship between these variables is described by Pouillet’s Law. It relates the 
resistance of a conductor with its resistivity and geometry as follows: 
𝑹𝑹 = 𝝆𝝆 𝒍𝒍
𝑨𝑨
 Eq. 3-1 
where: 
A= Cross-sectional area of the conductor 
l= length of the conductor 
ρ= resistivity of the material 
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Pouillet’s Law is valid for three-dimensional geometries. In the case of 







where the cross-sectional area is replaced for the width (W) and the 
sheet thickness (t). For thin films is assumed a constant thickness, then the 





where Rs is the sheet resistance. According to Eq 3-2, if the aspect ratio 
is maximized, higher values of resistance will be obtained. 
Although our stencil technique has a resolution of up to 150 µm, the 
dimensions selected for the heater design were higher, because it is of 
paramount importance to prevent electrical interactions between the heater 
and electrode. The chosen track width and gap between electrodes were 
400 µm. The design had a size of 19.30 mm x 15.55 mm. Fig. 3.1 shows the 
stenciled design used for gas sensor electrodes. The design had six contacts, from 
left to right 1 to 6. The external contacts (1 and 6) were used for the bending test 
measurements. The second and third contacts were used to apply power to the 
heater. The fourth and fifth were used to apply voltage to the active layer.  
The process to fabricate the conductive tracks that were used as 
electrode and heater is explained below. First, Kapton was cut in pieces of 
75 mm x 25 mm approx. Then, the pieces were cleaned to eliminate impurities. 
For cleaning, the pieces were immersed in acetone (Scharlau, 99.5%) for 
5 minutes, then in ethanol (Sigma-Aldrich, 96%) for another 5 minutes. Finally, 
they were rinsed with deionized water and dried in an oven at 110 °C for 10 min. 
Subsequently, the stencil procedure explained in Chapter 2 was followed 
to obtain conductive tracks over the Kapton pieces. The silver ink used was 
DuPont® 5064H and was dried at 130 °C for 20 min. 
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Fig. 3.1 Design of heater and one electrode. 
Metal Oxide Deposition 
For the obtention of pristine WO3 nanowires, a precursor solution having 
15 ml of acetone (Scharlau, 99.5%), 5 ml of methanol (Scharlau, 99.9%), and 
50 mg of tungsten hexacarbonyl ((W(CO)6, Sigma-Aldrich) was prepared. A piece 
of Kapton with conductive tracks was placed in the reactor. The area of the 
sensitive layer was defined through a Kapton mask to avoid the deposition of 
nanowires over the contacts. Both substrate and mask were fixed using Kapton 
Film Tape. Then the reactor was heated to 350 °C at a rate of 1 °C per minute to 
avoid deformation and damage of the sample due to the difference between the 
CLTE of both materials. Once the programmed temperature was reached, the 
precursor solution was nebulized; the vapor was introduced to the reactor with 
a flow of nitrogen. The deposition process finished when the precursor solution 
ran out. Then the nitrogen flow was stopped, and the reactor was allowed to 
cool. When the reactor was at room temperature, both pieces of Kapton were 
removed and separated. Then annealing was done to remove the solvent 
residues. The annealing temperature was 350 °C for 4 hours with a heating rate 
of 1 °C per min. 
For the obtention of WO3 nanowires decorated with palladium, the same 
procedure to obtain pristine nanowires was followed. Just 1.5 mg of palladium 
(II) acetylacetonate (Pd(C5H7O2)2, Sigma-Aldrich) were added to the solution 
before it was nebulized.
Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope (E-SEM) images showed 
the nanowires layer obtained. The nanowires covered the areas corresponding 
to the substrate and electrodes showing uniform growth over all the surfaces 
and edges. 
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The images revealed nanowires randomly oriented with diameter ranging 
between 100 to 150 nm and a length of 10 µm. Fig. 3.2 shows E-SEM 
images of the deposited WO3 nanowires over an edge of the electrode.  
a) 
b) 
Fig. 3.2 E-SEM images of the WO3 nanowires deposited over the substrate. a) The edge of one 
silver track covered with WO3 nanowires at low magnification (800x); b) High magnification 
images of the WO3 nanowire layer obtained and cross-section image of a nanowire layer over a 
silver track. 
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Heater Calibration 
In metal oxide gas sensors, the gas sensing properties of metal oxides are 
temperature dependent. Since the adsorption of the oxygen and reaction rates 
of the target gas are temperature dependent [109], it is recommended to have 
operating temperatures higher than room temperature. Hence the heater 
becomes a necessary part of the sensor architecture. Through temperature 
modulation, it is possible to find the ideal operating temperature of the sensor 
[110]. Moreover, the operating temperature influences the reliability and 
durability of the gas sensor [4]. Therefore, on the sensor design, a heating 
element is included. The heaters were made of conductive silver ink. The 
relationship between the electrical resistance of the heater and temperature is 
given by the following equation: 
𝐑= 𝐑0 (𝟏 + 𝛂∆𝐓)       Eq. 3-3
where: 
R0 is the electrical resistance at temperature T0 
ΔT is the difference between T and T0 
α is the temperature coefficient of resistivity of the material 
The temperature coefficient of resistivity of the conductive tracks of 
silver was obtained empirically. Samples were placed inside an oven to measure 
the electrical resistance of the tracks for a temperature range between 25 and 
200 °C. The electrical resistance was measured using the 4-wire mode of a digital 
multimeter (HP34401A, Keysight Technologies). Fig. 3.3 shows the resistance 
changes of the silver tracks due to temperature. Once the temperature 
coefficient was calculated, it was possible to estimate the temperature changes 
of the heater upon an applied voltage using Eq. 3-3. 
Furthermore, the heat propagation over the sensor was analyzed 
through infrared images (IR). The IR images were taken using a FLIR T420 Thermal 
Imaging Camera with a resolution of 320 x 240 pixels. The measurements were 
carried out in ambient laboratory conditions. The estimated voltage to raise the 
temperature of the sensor to 150 °C was applied to the heater. The IR images 
(Fig. 3.4) showed the areas corresponding to the heater as the zones with higher 
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temperatures. Instead, the temperature of the electrode decreases as the 
distance between the heater and the electrode increases. The IR images revealed 
a temperature gradient of the active layer of 19 °C. Furthermore, it is possible to 
observe cooler areas that correspond to the electrode and heater gaps. 
Fig. 3.3 Linear behavior of the resistance vs temperature relationship for the silver conductive 
tracks. 
Fig. 3.4 Infrared images of the sensor while applying power to the heater to reach 150 °C. 
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During gas sensing measurements, the temperature was calculated 
based on the values of the heater resistance because the resistance value of the 
fabricated heaters is not standard. Then a single calibration would not be enough 
to know the exact values of power needed to reach the desired temperature on 
each sample.  
 Setup for Gas Sensing 
The setup for gas sensing comprises: 
• Two calibrated gas bottles, one for the target gas and another for
synthetic dry air.
• Two mass flows controllers connected to the gas bottles.
• 1 computer used to drive the mass flows controllers, and to control
the electrical measurements.
• Data acquisition equipment
• Power supply
• A chamber, in which the sensor to be tested is placed.
The mass flows controllers are two Bronkhost Hitech 7.03.241. 
FlowPlot 3.35 software allows to configure the flow and gas concentrations. For 
gas sensing measurements, a gas flow of 100 ml min- 1 is passed through the 
chamber. The FlowPlot software allows to program gas pulses, create cycles and 
repeat them as many times as needed. 
For gas sensing tests, first the sensors are exposed to synthetic dry air 
(Air Premier Purity: 99.995%) until it reaches the steady state and then exposed 
to pulses of different gas concentrations. This cycle is repeated 3 times. The gas 
measured was hydrogen. Sensor response (R) was defined as R = Ra/Rg, where 
Rg and Ra are the sensor resistances while the target gas is present and at 
stationary state in synthetic air, respectively. 
A Keithley 2410 Source Meter Unit (SMU) controlled by PC is used as data 
acquisition equipment. An Agilent N5752A is used as a power supply. A 
custom-made software application was developed to control the data 
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acquisition equipment and the power supply. This application allows monitoring 
in real time variables such as voltage, current intensity, sensor resistance, heater 
resistance, and heater temperature. The program bases all the calculations on 
Eq. 3-3. 
The program needs the following initial values: 
• Heater resistance at room temperature (R0),
• temperature coefficient of resistivity (α) of the heater’s material,
• setpoint temperature (ΔTs),
• range of the setpoint temperature, and
• voltage and limit of current for each channel (Vh, Ve, ILh, ILE).
At the beginning of the program execution, the SMU applies the initial 
voltage (Vh) to the heater and measures the current intensity (Ih) that passes 
through it. Then, the program calculates ΔTc. During the first 5 minutes of 
program execution, the initial voltage applied to the heater (Vh) remains 
constant. It is kept constant to stabilize the heater resistance value and avoid 
peaks of current. Afterwards, the program calculates the voltage (Vh) to keep the 
temperature within the range of the setpoint temperature. The SMU then 
applies the calculated voltage to the heater.  
At the end of each iteration, the program stores the voltage, current 
intensity, and resistance of each channel, as well as the heater temperature in a 
CSV file.  
The chamber consists of two pieces that are joined horizontally by 
screws forming a square prism horizontally oriented. The chamber has one inlet 
for the gas mixture and one outlet that works as exhaust. The inlet and outlet 
are in the lateral faces of the upper piece /part. The inner hollow shape of the 
upper part holds the gases allowing the interaction between gas particles and 
the active layer of the sensor. The chamber is made of Teflon. The chamber 
allows measuring one sensor at a time. The bottom part has a connector at the 
center of its inner face. The sensor is plugged to the connector, holding a vertical 
position, and the active layer is parallel to the flow. This allows measuring the
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sensor from the exterior of the chamber. The connector is an FFC/FPC connector, 
of the series FDZ, of type Zero Insertion Force (ZIP). The connector has a pitch of 
2.54 mm, current rating of 1.0 A, voltage rating of 250 V and is top entry type. 
Fig. 3.5 shows a photograph of the chamber, opened and containing a sensor. 
 
Fig. 3.5 Digital image of the sensing chamber containing a sensor. 
 
 Bending Test Setup 
The concept of flexible gas sensors envisages that these can be molded 
to their final application. This implies that their operation should not be altered 
when they are subjected to bending. Thereby, the sensors were subjected to 
bending tests. The sensors can be bent in two ways: inward and outward. During 
inward bending, the elements of the sensor are in the concave side of the curve 
formed by the sensor. Instead, during outward bending, the elements of the 
sensor are in the convex side. To clarify, in the literature it is possible to find the 
inward bending as compression bending or compressive strain, and outward 
bending as tension bending or tensile strain [111,112]. 
Sensors were bent using a universal testing machine 
AGS-X 10 kN Shimadzu. The universal testing machine ensured controlled, 
repeatable and cyclic bending conditions. Trapezium X Materials Testing 
software was used to acquire stroke and force parameters. Meanwhile, during 
the entire bending test, an external data acquisition switch unit (Keysight 
34972A) monitored in situ the electrical resistance of the sensor (the electrical 
resistance of the active layer measured through the electrodes). The idea of 
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monitoring in situ the electrical resistance of the sensor was to examine the 
effects that deformation has over it. The monitoring of the electrical resistance 
can alert of damage due to the bending test. Also, a significant increase of the 
electrical resistance would indicate breaking of the conductive tracks or active 
layer. In the case of non-aligned nanowires, a decrease in the electrical resistance 
of the sensor means that nanowires are closer, more of their surface is touching 
other nanowires. While an increase in the electrical resistance means that 
nanowires are starting to separate, the distance between nanowires is becoming 
larger. Drastic increases would mean that the breaking either of the tracks or the 
active layer occurred. These effects are dominated by orientation, distribution, 
and length of the nanowires as well as tracks surface. 
For the bending test, the grips of the universal testing machine held the 
sensor by its ends. Between the grips, only the area corresponding to the active 
layer was held. The universal testing machine holding a sensor is illustrated in 
Annex II. The machine was programmed in compression mode. In compression 
mode, the upper crosshead moves down a controlled vertical displacement 
(stroke), ΔL, and returns up to complete a cycle. During this cycle, a compression 
force is exerted, and the sample is buckled achieving a maximum deflection (f). 
The deflection was calculated assuming that both ends are fixed, the buckled 
length of the sample is (L0 – ΔL)/2 and the buckling deformation has a parabolic 
shape as Fig. 3.6 represents. 
  
a) b) 
Fig. 3.6 a) Schematic representation of the experimental setup of the sample buckled where the 
main parameters are highlighted, b) relationship between radius of curvature and deflection. 
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Fig. 3.7 a) Scheme of the sensor in different bending conditions. Digital images of the sensor 
under b) tensile strain and c) compressive strain. 
 
The shape of the buckling deflection shows if the sensor is subjected to 
tensile strain or compressive strain. Fig. 3.7 illustrates the sensor subjected to 
the two types of deformation. During the test, the sensors were bent 50 cycles 
with a stroke of 2 mm, at a velocity of 20 mm/min and under tensile strain. 
 Results 
As mentioned earlier, the study comprised three stages: 1) Gas sensing 
test, 2) Bending test, and 3) Gas sensing test. For comparison purposes, the same 
sensing conditions were set for stages 1 and 3. The gas sensing test consisted of 
three repeated test cycles of 3 different H2 concentrations each one, at 150 °C. 
Fig. 3.8 shows the evolution of one WO3 sensor resistance during a 
three-pulses cycle of gas measurements, and the sensor responses (Ra/Rg) of the 
tested sensors.  The concentrations tested were 250, 500, and 750 ppm of H2.  
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Fig. 3.8 Sensor resistance and responses for a WO3 sensors to three H2 concentrations at 
150 °C 
 
The gas sensing measurements were carried out at 150 °C. The WO3 
sensors presented the same response behavior with a difference in the values of 
the response due to each sensor coming from a different fabrication batch. 
Fig. 3.9 shows the evolution of the resistance of one WO3 decorated with 
palladium (WO3-Pd) sensor during a three-pulses cycle of gas measurements, and 
the sensor responses (Ra/Rg) of the tested sensors. The concentrations tested 
were 250, 500, and 750 ppm of H2. The gas sensing measurements were carried 
out at 100 °C. The difference between sensor responses is due to the fact sensors 
were fabricated in batches. 
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Fig. 3.9 Sensor resistance and responses for a WO3-Pd sensors to three H2 concentrations at 
100 °C. 
 
For analysis purposes, we can divide the bending cycle in three stages: 
In the first stage, the sensor is in flat position and the electrical resistance 
of the sensor is R0. 
In the second stage, the distance between the grips begins to decrease 
until the sensor reaches the maximum deformation. The value of the electrical 
resistance of the sensor is different from R0. 
In the third stage, the sensor returns to the flat position. In this point, 
the electrical resistance of the sensor presents a ΔR.  
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The maximum deflection (f) due to buckling was between 3.18-3.23 cm, 
which is equivalent to a curvature radius of 3.35-3.45 mm. This curvature radius 
is equivalent to an angle of curvature α between 85-90°. 
For WO3 sensor 1, first the initial resistance of the sensor R0 was 
recorded. When the sensor starts to bend, its electrical resistance increased until 
reaching a maximum value when the sensor was in its maximum deformation. 
Upon returning to the flat position, the electrical resistance of the sensor 
decreased until close values to R0  but greater. At the end of the bending test, 
the electrical resistance of the sensor in flat position (Rf) was recorded. It was 
found a permanent increase (ΔR) of 2.3%.  
The same steps of the experiment were followed for the WO3 sensor 2. 
But the sensor showed a different behavior. After the 10th bending cycle upon 
returning to the flat position, its electrical resistance decreased to values lower 
than R0. At the end of the bending test, the electrical resistance of the sensor 
suffered an increase lower than 1%. Fig. 3.10 depicts the values of the electrical 
resistance of the sensors under maximum deformation and after it returned to 
the flat position. 
The sensing measurements, before and after the bending test, revealed 
that after the bending test the sensors kept their sensing properties. In both 
cases, the sensor response after bending decreased. The negative shift between 
the responses is given by a simple constant and allows a recalibration to the 
before-bending values as Fig. 3.11 shows. 
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 Fig. 3.10 Evolution of WO3 sensors resistance during bending. 
 
The response of sensor 2 after bending showed a bigger shift compared 
with the response after bending of sensor 1. During the bending test, a 
noticeable change in the baseline was observed. The sensor was inspected using 
a magnifying glass as shows Fig. 3.12. The analysis revealed zones in which a 
detachment of the active layer had occurred. The zones can be found for their 
silver color. The damage may be due to the presence of adhesive residues from 
the stencil mask on the tracks, or because the thickness of the conductive tracks 
was not homogeneous. The lack of homogeneity of the tracks could increase the 
stress in those areas, causing the detachments. 
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Fig. 3.11 WO3 sensor responses after bending test to three H2 concentrations, at 150 °C. 
 
During the test of WO3-Pd sensors, delamination of some tracks was 
observed for both samples. The change of the electrical resistance during the 
test surpassed 1000%. Fig. 3.13 shows the difference between the resistance 
under maximum deformation and flat position. The observed delamination and 
the very high increase in electrical resistance were indicative of permanent 
damage to the sensors. The values of the sensor resistance under maximum 
deflection indicated that the sensor had track fractures. The gas sensing 
measurements after bending revealed no changes in the sensor resistance under 
gas exposure, hence the sensors lost their gas detection capacity.  
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Fig. 3.12 Area of the active layer with detachments. 
Fig. 3.13 Evolution of WO3-Pd sensors resistance during bending. 
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 Discussion 
This chapter has detailed the fabrication and testing of a flexible gas 
sensor using a polymeric foil and depositing a WO3 active layer. The conductive 
tracks were made of silver ink and the active layer was deposited through 
AA-CVD. Their sensing properties were tested before and after a bending test. 
To determine the size of the sensor, electrode and heater, the conductive 
properties of the silver ink were considered. It has been reported that the 
electrical resistance of conductive tracks diminished after sintering [113,114]. 
After the AA-CVD deposition, the electrical resistance of the heater decreased by 
around 50%. Thus, heater dimensions were tailored to endow it with the highest 
possible room-temperature resistance to overcome the decrease due to the 
fabrication process. There are two main reasons why a high resistance of the 
heater is needed. First, to reduce potential errors during the measurements. If 
the resistance of the heater is measured using the two-wire method, it is possible 
to add an offset resistance value. Also, if the resistance is too low, more precise 
equipment is needed. Second, to try to reduce peak currents passing through the 
connector. That is, not to overpass the current rating of the connector to avoid 
damaging it and obtaining wrong data. Furthermore, the size of the heater was 
restricted to the size of the area that can be deposited with the AA-CVD reactor. 
The final size of the sensor was a tradeoff between the room-temperature 
resistance of the heater and the covering area of the reactor. Given the area 
restrictions, and a reliable track gap distance, the heater design had to maximize 
the aspect ratio (l/w) (Eq. 3-2). The reliable gap distance was chosen to avoid 
short circuits due to the remains of conductive material, thus, reducing the 
number of samples failed. The electrical resistance of the fabricated heaters at 
room-temperature was less than 2 Ω. 
The gas sensing test for these sensors was performed at only one 
temperature. It has been reported that the WO3 nanowires can detect gases 
even at low  temperatures [115]. Setting the operating temperature between 
100-150 °C had the purpose to obtain sensing responses and to test the reliability 
of the sensors. Furthermore, these values (100-150 °C) are within the range of 
temperature tested to obtain the thermal coefficient of resistivity. A higher 
temperature was not chosen because the relation expressed with Eq. 3-3 stops 
being linear for a wide range of temperatures, consequently the thermal 
coefficient of resistivity changes. The operating temperature makes the 
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conditions of the test harder because the high operating temperature reduces 
the reliability of the sensors [116]. Furthermore, the silver conductive tracks can 
suffer swelling, delaminating or cracking [117] that affect their bending 
resistance. During the bending test, swelling or cracking can give place to early 
appearing of breakings.  
The use of off-the-shelf equipment allows the reproduction of the 
bending test in other laboratories. The bending tests performed were 
demanding because when the sensors reached their maximum deflection the 
angle of curvature was around 85°. The maximum deflection (f) due to buckling 
was between 3.18-3.23 mm, which is equivalent to a curvature radius of 
3.35-3.45 mm.  
The sensors showed two distinct behaviors while bent. The case of an 
increased electrical resistance can be explained for the following conditions: 
• Separation between the particles of the silver conductive tracks 
produce an increase of the resistance. 
• Cracks or detachment occurs either on the silver conductive tracks 
or the active layer. 
• A loss of contact between nanowires or between the nanowires and 
conductive tracks. 
• Relocation of the nanowires. 
For the case of the decrease of the resistance during bending, the 
infimum ΔR can be explained for the following conditions: 
Considering the non-aligned distribution of the nanowires into the active 
layer, it is possible that during bending the contact between nanowires was 
increased. There were more contacts between nanowires. Thus, the electrical 
resistance of the active layer was decreased.  
The phenomenon of the decrease of the electrical resistance during 
bending has been reported before for carbon fiber reinforced composited [118].  
Despite the harsh bending conditions, the permanent change of the 
electrical resistance was small, and the shape of the sensor response curve 
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remained without alterations. The permanent increase of the electrical 
resistance can be explained by loss of the contact between nanowires or 
nanowires-tracks, detachment of active layer, and relocating of the nanowires. 
Furthermore the effects of the bending in the conductive tracks can be explained 
as a relocation of the metal particles, delamination and cracks [119]. After 
bending test tiny cracks in the conductive tracks were seen, strengthening the 
latter assumption. 
The results of the gas measurements and bending test of this study 
suggest good reliability of the fabricated flexible gas sensors. Furthermore, the 
fabrication process only has 3 steps. A decrease in the fabrication steps entails a 
decrease in the cost of the process. 
In the case of the WO3-Pd sensors, the incorporation of palladium to the 
active layer promote an increase in the sensor responses. The catalytic activity 
of the palladium contributes to increase the oxidation rate of the active layer. 
But also, palladium contributes to increase the brittleness of the silver tracks. 
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CHAPTER 4  
Flexible Gas Sensor 
Fabricated by AA-CVD 
using Inkjet-Printed 
Au Electrodes 
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Flexible Gas Sensors Fabricated by AA-CVD 
using Inkjet-Printed Au Electrodes. 
 
 Introduction 
Printing technologies have made easier the integration of flexible 
substrates to the electronics because their temperatures of deposition are 
compatible with the working temperatures of flexible substrates. Printing 
technologies, as inkjet printing, reduce material waste, simplify the fabrication 
and the patterning process. Also, employing inkjet printing, very thin layers can 
be obtained from solution-based materials. 
This chapter explains how the inkjet printing technique was used to 
fabricate electrodes over a flexible substrate. Since the deposition of tungsten 
trioxide nanowires over Kapton has been already proved, this chapter presents 
the functionalization of WO3 nanowires with palladium. The deposition 
technique used was AA-CVD. 
The functionalization of nanowires with other metals increases their 
sensing properties. Palladium, platinum, copper, and silver nanoparticles can act 
as catalysts of the reaction between the active layer and the target gas. 
Moreover, the functionalization of the nanowires could lower the sensor 
operating temperature [120]. 
The sensors fabricated comprise: 
• A flexible substrate, Kapton with 50 µm thickness. 
• Electrode and heater made of conductive gold ink. 
• Active layer of tungsten trioxide nanowires functionalized with 
palladium.  
The endurance to bending of the fabricated sensors was studied. The 
study included three stages: 
• Gas sensing test. 
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• Bending test. 
• Gas sensing test.  
 Sensors Fabrication 
 Conductive Tracks  
The electrode and heater tracks were fabricated through inkjet printing. 
The printing process requires three previous steps: design of the pattern, 
substrate preparation, and adjusting printing parameters. 
Substrate Preparation 
Prior to the inkjet deposition the Kapton substrates were cleaned. The 
pieces were immersed in acetone (Scharlau, 99.5%) for 5 minutes, then in 
ethanol (Sigma-Aldrich, 96%) for another 5 minutes. Finally, they were rinsed 
with deionized water and dried in an oven at 110 °C for 10 min. 
After cleaning, the substrate was subjected to a surface treatment of 
oxygen plasma. Through controlling the conditions of plasma treatment, the 
surface properties of the polymers, such as wettability and adhesion, can be 
altered [121]. The main purpose of oxygen plasma treatment was to improve the 
hydrophilicity of the substrate. It is well known that droplets deposited over a 
hydrophobic substrate behave as if supported by a thin layer of air [122]. Hence, 
an improve of the substrate hydrophilicity means that the fluids will spread over 
a larger area on the substrate. For printing purposes, this will help to prevent 
that the droplets slide over the substrate surface and to modulate their size on 
the substrate. Also, the adhesion can be changed. The physical parameter used 
to measure hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity of a surface is the contact angle of 
a water drop deposited on the surface of the substrate. Thus, contact angle 
measurements were conducted to evaluate the hydrophilicity of the substrate 
after oxygen plasma treatment. For water, surfaces that allow contact angles 
between 90-120° are referred to as hydrophobic, while surfaces with contact 
angles below 90° are referred to as hydrophilic. 
For contact angle measurements, clean pieces of Kapton were treated 
using a low-pressure radiofrequency (RF) plasma chamber (Nano, Diener 
Electronic, Germany) under oxygen flow. Plasma powers from 5 to 20 W were 
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applied for 30 seconds under a pressure of 0.3 mbar. Afterwards, static contact 
angle measurements were performed using an optical tensiometer (Theta Lite 
TL100, Biolin Scientific). Deionized water was used as test liquid. The contact 
angle measurements were replicated three times, and the average contact 
angles were calculated. Fig. 4.1 shows the mean contact angles obtained for each 
applied plasma power. The contact angle on untreated Kapton was 69°.The 
contact angle decreased after plasma treatment with powers between 5 and 
15 W. While for the plasma treatment of 20 W, the contact angle did not 
decrease further. Fig. 4.2 shows the droplet images for the plasma powers 
applied. 
Fig. 4.1 Contact angles measured for different plasma powers. 
The contact angle measurements proved that it is possible to control the 
size of the droplets jetted onto the substrate varying the power of oxygen plasma 
treatment. Due to the lack of a proper picoliter dispenser accessory for the 
optical tensiometer, it was not possible to measure the contact angle of the gold 
ink over plasma treated Kapton. Therefore, the adequate power for oxygen 
plasma treatment was obtained empirically by measuring the size of the droplets 
deposited by inkjet-printing over plasma treated Kapton at different powers. 
Moreover, an estimation of the contact angle for the gold ink can be done 
according to Keller and Stüwe [123]. Keller and Stüwe used a simple model to 
provide a theoretical prediction of drop diameters for different drop volumes 
and contact angles. 
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Fig. 4.2 Droplet images on Kapton for the plasma conditions tested. 
 
The droplet size is affected by the plasma treatment of the Kapton 
surface. For instance, a droplet size of around 170-190 µm was obtained when a 
plasma treatment of 30 W was applied. For a plasma power of 20 W, the droplet 
size obtained was 190-200 µm. According to Keller's calculations, this droplet 
size coincides with a contact angle around 20°. As the droplet size showed less 
variation at a plasma power of 20 W, this plasma power was chosen to treat the 
Kapton. So, the oxygen plasma conditions for inkjet printing were 2 min at 20 W. 
Then, the printing conditions were adjusted accordingly.  
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Adjusting Printing Parameters 
For the inkjet printing process, a drop-on-demand piezoelectric material 
printer Dimatix DMP-2850 was used (Fujifilm Dimatix Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA), 
equipped with a cartridge of 10 pl drop volume (DMC-11610). The cartridge 
includes the piezo-driven jetting device, an ink reservoir, a heater, and 16 
nozzles. The diameter of each nozzle is 21 µm. The cartridge is made of 
polypropylene and is chemically compatible with aliphatic hydrocarbons, 
aromatic hydrocarbons, aliphatic alcohols, ketones, ethers, acrylates, glycols, 
lactate esters, and cellusolves. Additionally, it is compatible with water-based 
fluids. 
The ideal fluid characteristics that can be jetted, according to the 
manufacturer [124], are: 
• Viscosity: 10 -12 cP at jetting temperature 
• Surface Tension: 28-42 dynes∙cm-1 at jetting temperature 
• Low Volatility: Boiling points higher than 100 °C are preferred. 
• Density: Specific gravity greater than 1 is beneficial. 
• Acidity or Alkalinity: A pH value between 4 and 9 is recommended. 
Before filling a cartridge with the fluid, it is recommended to remove any 
large aggregates or particles by filtering. The particles in the fluid should be 
1/100th the size of the nozzle. The substrate is placed over the platen, which has 
holes to hold the substrate by vacuum. Furthermore, it is possible to heat the 
platen to increase the temperature of the substrate, promoting the evaporation 
of the ink solvents.  
The jetting process is controlled by pulses of voltage applied to the 
piezo-electric printhead. The shape of the voltage pulses and their duration is 
known as waveform. The typical jetting waveform is divided into segments. Each 
segment controls duration, level, and slew rate. Duration is the pulse duration 
time in µs. Level is the percentage of voltage applied. The voltage is related to 
the drop volume, furthermore, the drop velocity is a function of voltage. The 
velocity and rate of change of voltage directly affect the volume of the drop. That 
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is, faster changes in voltage change the drop volume faster, and bigger changes 
in voltage cause bigger drop volume changes. The voltage rate of change is 
expressed by the slew rate. Figure 4.3 shows a typical waveform. 
 
Fig. 4.3 Basic waveform divided into segments.  
 
For the sake of clarity, it was added a segment 0 to the waveform. This 
segment is connected to the last segment of the waveform and its helpful to 
understand the cyclic conditions of the waveform. A voltage is applied to the 
piezo-electric printhead; thus, the piezo-element is deflected, and the fluid 
chamber is depressed.  
In the segment 1, the voltage is decreased to zero and the piezo-element 
moves upward changing to a neutral straight position. The chamber reaches its 
maximum volume. Shortening the pulse width will decrease drop volume. Fluids 
with higher densities need longer pulses. 
In the segment 2, the voltage is increased, and the piezo-element is 
deflected again. The chamber is compressed, and the drop formation is started. 
The slew rate in this segment controls the jetting velocity of the drops. Higher 
slew rates increase jetting velocity. Lowering the voltage will decrease the drop 
volume. 
The adjustment of the waveform begins by increasing the voltage to 
apply until the drops are ejected. The duration of the pulse is the next parameter 
to adjust. If the jetting is sustainable and the drop is straight down for at least 
60 seconds, the parameters have been adjusted correctly. Afterwards, the 
voltage applied to each nozzle is adjusted. 
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For fluids with higher viscosities, increasing the nozzle temperature can 
help to reduce their viscosity. Also, increasing the platen temperature helps to 
the droplet pinning. 
An adequate adjustment of the printing parameters, such as the 
waveform, cartridge temperature, platen temperature, etc., will achieve an 
efficient jetting. The drop ejection should avoid the formation of secondary 
droplets, called satellites, that can be deposited around the main droplet.  
In this work a commercially available gold nanoparticle ink was used 
(NPG-J, Harima Chemicals Inc., Japan). The ink has a dynamic viscosity of 9.3 cP, 
its metal content is 56.3 wt%, and it has a particle size of 7 nm. The vendor 
provided these parameters. 
For inkjet printing with the gold ink, first, it was stirred in an ultrasonic 
bath for 5 min at room temperature, to achieve a good dispersion. Then, the 
cartridge was filled. 
Given the high price of the gold ink and considering that the filtering step 
will consume ink, it was decided not to filter the ink before filling the cartridge, 
although the nozzles could clog. For the printing tasks, only one of the sixteen 
nozzles of the cartridge was used. In case of clogging, another nozzle could be 
chosen.  
The printer parameters were adjusted for the ink using the Dimatix Drop 
Manager software. Table 4-1 gives the parameters selected for inkjet printing. 
Only one nozzle was selected to print. The parameters were carefully selected to 
avoid satellites during printing. 
Printing parameters for gold ink 
Cartridge temperature 42 °C 
Firing Voltage 22.20 V 
Platen temperature 40 °C 
Meniscus Vacuum 4.0 in H2O 
Jetting Frequency 4 kHz 
Table 4-1 Cartridge parameters 
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Fig. 4.4 Shape of the waveform used to print gold ink. 
 
A short line was printed to measure the droplet size. For the parameters 
selected, droplets had a size of 200 µm. Once the drop size is known, the pattern 
can be tailored to obtain the desired dimensions. 
 
Fig. 4.5 Test line and drop size. 
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Pattern Designing 
As in the earlier chapter, the chosen geometry for the electrodes 
included one heater and one coplanar electrode. In this work, the geometry was 
simplified, aiming to achieve high printing yield. Fig. 4.6 illustrates the design of 
the geometry. For pattern design, the inkjet printer Dimatix 2850 allows to use 
the proprietary pattern editor of Dimatix Drop Manager or to import 
monochrome bitmap images (*.BMP). In this work, the patterns were imported 
to Dimatix Drop Manager software as monochrome bitmap images. The 
patterning of the geometry was done using open-source computer graphics 
software (GIMP 2.8). In the monochrome images created a black pixel is 
considered as a drop and a white pixel a non-printing space. 
Fig. 4.6 Design of one electrode with a coplanar heater for inkjet printing. 
Fig. 4.7 Schematic representation of design B being printed over design A. 
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The initial design, Fig 4.6, was divided into two designs to increase the 
printed yield, and to ensure the conductivity of the tracks. Fig. 4.7 shows both 
designs. It is worth noting that the designs are in the orientation in which they 
were printed and have alignment marks in their four corners. 
In design A, the design is formed by two lines of droplets that draw the 
transducer design. Both lines of pixels are separated by a white pixel. While 
design B is a single line in which the black pixels are separated by one white pixel. 
The followed approach was to print the design A with droplets overlapping and 
then print the design B to ensure good coverage of the ink, instead of just 
printing a certain number of layers the design A.  
Fig. 4.8 depicts the result of print design A once. Through Dimatix Drop 
Manager software, it is possible to vary the distance between the center of the 
droplets in X and Y position, drop-spacing, producing a droplet overlapping and 
changing the width of the printed lines. The drops were overlapping 20 µm, and 
there were some holes in the middle part of the tracks. Also, Fig 4.8 shows 
droplets with varied sizes; this dissimilarity on the size could be attributed to 
defects in the surface substrate.  
Fig. 4.9 shows the result of printing design B over design A. The design B 
was printed to the center of the design A, covering areas that were not covered 
with design A. 
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a) Surface defects causing variation in the droplet size 
 
b) A layer of design A uniformly printed 
Fig. 4.8 Design A printed once.  
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Fig. 4.9 Design B printed over Design A. 
The alignment marks were an element of paramount importance to 
enable printing the next layers. By setting the alignment marks as the print start 
position, it is possible to align the substrate or previously printed layers to print 
a new layer.  
 
Fig. 4.10 An alignment mark. 
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The electrode design was printed with a drop-spacing of 80 µm. Two 
layers of each design were successively printed. The ink was sintered at 250 °C 
for 3 hr. The obtained inkjet-printed electrodes have a size of 18 mm x 15 mm. 
The track width is of 380 µm and the gap between electrodes is 320 µm. After 
the electrodes are sintered, they are ready, and an active layer can be deposited 
over them to fabricate a sensor. 
 Metal Oxide Deposition 
The gas sensitive material chosen was a functionalized metal oxide, WO3 
nanowires functionalized with palladium. A one-step deposition method was 
followed to functionalize WO3 nanowires. The goals were to avoid subject the 
substrates to excessive thermal stress and reduce the number of fabrication 
steps. 
A precursor solution was prepared, having 50 mg of tungsten 
hexacarbonyl (W(CO)6, Sigma-Aldrich) and 1.5 mg of palladium (II) 
acetylacetonate (Pd(C5H7O2)2, Sigma-Aldrich) dissolved in acetone (15 ml) and 
methanol (5 ml). 
The deposition process was carried out as described in the previous 
chapter. Although palladium can improve the sensing response of the sensor, it 




Fig. 4.11 AA-CVD deposition steps. 
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 Heater Calibration 
As mentioned above the heater was made of gold ink. The increase of 
the temperature on the heater can be calculated using Eq. 3-3. Thus, it was 
necessary to obtain the temperature coefficient of resistivity (TCR) of the gold 
tracks. The TCR was obtained empirically. For this purpose, a sample was placed 
inside an oven to measure the electrical resistance of the tracks for a 
temperature range between 25 and 200 °C. The electrical resistance was 
measured using the 4-wire mode of a digital multimeter (HP34401A, Keysight 
Technologies). 
 
Fig. 4.12 Linear behavior of the resistance vs temperature relationship for the gold conductive 
tracks. 
 
 Setup for Gas Sensing 
The gas measurements were performed using the setup explained in the 
previous chapter. The application that controls the acquisition equipment and 
the power supply was modified to the gold ink parameters. The value for the 
TCR (α) obtained from the heater calibration was changed. The gas measured 
was hydrogen, and the concentrations were 100, 200, and 300 ppm. Gas 
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 Bending Test Setup 
The bending test were performed using the setup explained in Chapter 3. 
The stroke was changed according to the size of the sensors to produce a 
comparable deformation concerning the work described in Chapter 3. The 
sensors fabricated using inkjet-printed electrodes were smaller than the sensors 
tested in the Chapter 3. Thus, the stroke was set at 1 mm, the velocity at 
20 mm/min in tensile strain. Sensors were bent 50 cycles under these conditions. 
The electrical resistance of the sensors was acquired during the entire bending 
test. 
 Results 
The stages 1 and 3 of the experiment were carried out under the same 
parameters. The operating temperature was 100 °C. The sensor response was 
calculated R=Ra/Rg, where Ra and Rg are the resistance of the sensor in synthetic 
air and when the target gas is present, respectively. 
The comparison of the sensor responses before and after the bending 
test showed that the sensor kept its gas sensing properties. The response 
behavior only suffered a positive shift after the bending process opposed to the 
results described in the Chapter 3. 
 
Fig. 4.13 Sensor responses before and after bending. 
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During the bending test, the behavior of the electrical resistance of the 
sensor showed positive increases. The electrical resistance reached a maximum 
value when the sensor was at its maximum deformation. When the sensor 
returned to the flat position the electrical resistance showed a positive increase 
with respect to R0. During the test there were no observed detachments from 
the active layer or tracks. The sensor was bent 50 cycles. The maximum 
deflection (f) due to buckling was 1.47 mm, producing a radius of curvature of 
approximately 1.45 mm (angle of curvature around 90°). The electrical resistance 
of the sensor had a permanent increase of 10%. The resistance value was 
gradually increasing with the increase in the bending cycles, as can be seen in 
Fig. 4. 14. 
 
 
Fig. 4.14 Evolution of the sensor resistance during the bending test. 
 
 Discussion 
In this chapter, the obtention of electrodes over Kapton through inkjet 
printing was explained. Conductive tracks were made of conductive gold ink 
while the active layer was WO3 nanowires functionalized with Pd. A bending test 
was performed to study the endurance of the fabricated sensor. During the 
bending test, the electrical resistance of the sensor was continuously measured 
in situ. Gas measurements were carried out before and after the bending test, to 
evaluate the bending effects on gas detection. 
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During the printing process, and despite the oxygen plasma applied to 
improve the surface conditions of the Kapton, it was possible to find defects on 
the substrate surface. For adjusting the printing parameters, and despite the low 
viscosity of the ink, it was necessary to heat the cartridge to obtain satisfactory 
results. Also, the platen temperature was raised to allow the pinning of the 
droplets to the substrate and promote partial drying. The platen temperature 
was the same as the cartridge temperature because, after long printing times, 
the cartridge gets heated by the platen, and the increase of temperature changes 
the viscosity of the ink, changing the overall printing conditions. Lower platen 
temperatures avoid the solvent evaporation, creating thicker layers of material 
that can swell during the sintering. The swelling gives place to crack formation. 
Continuous monitoring of the sensor resistance during the bending test 
helps to describe the behavior of the nanowires layer during the bending test. 
When the sensor was in its maximum deflection, the resistance showed a value 
higher than when it was in flat position. This behavior was kept throughout the 
bending test. As the number of cycles increased, the value of the resistance in 
flat position also increased. At the last fifteen cycles of the bending test, the 
resistance changes from the maximum deflection to the flat position were the 
same. As if the resistance changes due to bending will reach a steady state. Once 
the bending test was finished, the resistance of the sensor in flat position did not 
change. 
The gas measurements carried out before and after the bending test 
show that the shape of the sensing response curve was not changed. The sensing 
response increased after the bending test. This can be explained by the 
separation or relocation of the nanowires during the bending test. A separation 
between the nanowires explains the increase of the resistance of the active layer. 
The separation or relocation diminishes the contact areas between nanowires, 
in turn “releases” the surface to occur the gas adsorption. Thus, the increased 
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CHAPTER 5  
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Flexible ZnO Sensors Fabricated by 
Screen Printing. 
 Introduction 
This chapter describes the fabrication of metal oxide gas sensors using 
the screen printing technique. The sensors were fabricated over a polymeric foil 
(Kapton™). The fabricated sensors comprise: 
• A flexible substrate, Kapton® 50.8 µm thick. 
• A heater made of conductive silver ink 
• Interdigitated electrodes (IDE) made of conductive silver ink 
• Active layer of zinc oxide 
The whole work presented in this chapter was accomplished in the Smart 
Materials department of the Centre for Nanotechnology and Smart Materials 
(CeNTI) in Portugal. The technologies and materials available in the center 
delimited the sensor conception and testing.  
 Sensors Fabrication 
 Heater  
For the fabrication of the sensors, screen printing frames already 
patterned were used. The available screen printing frames only had the IDE 
pattern whereby the heater should be deposited in a different step and using a 
different technique. 
For the design of the sensor, two alternative locations were considered 
to place the heater. First, it was considered to place the heater on the reverse of 
the IDE but this would have produced damage on the deposited elements or 
defects on the next elements to deposit. Then, the possibility to place the heater 
coplanar to the IDE was studied to avoid intrinsic defects in the sensor elements. 
To deposit the heater at the end would imply to damage the previous elements. 
On the other hand, to deposit the heater first would not have posterior damages 
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to the other sensor elements. It was decided then to place the heater coplanar 
to the IDE and deposit it first to avoid damaging the other sensor components. 
This, despite the high-power consumption of using a coplanar heater to heat the 
active layer due to the low thermal conductivity of the Kapton. 
The deposition of the heater pattern was done through a mask of vinyl 
(70 µm thick) which was the negative of the image to be printed. The heater was 
drawn using open-source computer graphics software (InkScape 0.92). Then, the 
design was cut using a vinyl cutter plotter (CAMM-1 GS-24, Roland DG). The 
Fig. 5.1 illustrates in blue color the areas corresponding to the design of the 
heater, which is surrounding the IDE. 
 
 
Fig. 5.1 Sketch of the heater surrounding the interdigitated electrodes. 
 
Then the vinyl masks were transferred to the Kapton and the area 
corresponding to the heater was removed. The ink selected for the fabrication 
of the heater was DuPont™ 5025 silver conductor. For the deposition, the ink 
was spread through the mask using a printing squeegee. The ink was dried in a 
convection oven at 120 °C for 20 minutes. Finally, the mask of vinyl was removed. 
The ink 5025 silver conductor was chosen because the first attempts to fabricate 
heaters were done using ink KA801 (DuPont™ Kapton™ KA801 Polyimide silver 
conductor) and showed that the chemical composition of the ink began to 
deform the vinyl mask within the first 10 minutes after the deposition. 
Deformation caused narrowing of the tracks, and this would produce either hot 
spots when operating the heater or a fracture of the tracks.  
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 Electrodes 
In screen printing deposition, inks are deposited through a patterned 
screen. The screen is a finely woven mesh of stainless steel mounted under 
tension on a metal frame. The inks have the materials to obtain the active layer 
or conductive tracks. Interdigitated electrodes were fabricated using a 
semi-automatic flatbed screen printing machine. The mesh used was a 
stainless-steel mesh 90-40Y. The ink used was a commercially available silver ink 
(DuPont™ Kapton™ KA801). The electrodes were 10-finger interdigitated with an 
area of 22 x 4 mm2 as Fig. 5.1 illustrates. The width of the fingers and their gap 
are 300 µm. The IDE were deposited on Kapton substrate with the heater 
previously deposited. After printing, the samples were dried on an oven at 120 °C 
for 20 min.  
 Active Layer 
The metal oxide used for the active layer was zinc oxide (ZnO). ZnO is a 
n-type semiconductor with a wide bandgap (3.37 eV). It is widely used in various 
applications such as photodetectors, piezoelectric devices, solar cells, 
transistors, transparent electrodes, and gas sensors [125–128]. ZnO inks were 
formulated to deposit an active layer by screen printing. The principal ink 
characteristics required were: 
• Viscosity of 0.1 to 10 Pa∙s [1]; 
• Slow drying; 
• Good adhesion to the substrate after drying. 
High viscosity and slow drying time are essential properties to screen 
printing inks. A less viscous ink will spread over the screen and substrate and, in 
the most extreme case, drip from the screen-mesh to the substrate. This will 
result in printing a distorted pattern. On the other hand, spreading a more 
viscous ink becomes more difficulty, obtaining a non-uniform layer. In this case, 
it is possible to see the mesh pattern on the deposited layer. Furthermore, it 
must be avoided that the ink deposited over the substrate returns to the screen 
by capillarity. This effect could produce holes or thickness differences on the 
layer. Moreover, the ink should conserve its properties during the printing 
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process under lab conditions. For this reason, inks or pastes for screen printing 
need solvents with high boiling points. If the ink dries over the screen, it can 
obstruct the mesh and produce a low-quality printing. Once the ink is properly 
screen-printed and dried, the ink must show good adhesion to the substrate. 
Good adhesion is needed because the layer deposited over the flexible substrate 
will be under mechanical stresses and must withstand them without showing 
detachments. 
Finally, as it is intended to fabricate a chemoresistive gas sensor, the 
electrical resistance plays a key role in the working principle of it. ZnO shows an 
n-type behavior, which means that when it is exposed to oxidizing gases, its 
electrical resistance increases, on the other hand, when it is exposed to reducing 
gases, its electrical resistance decreases. During gas measurements, the value of 
the electrical resistance should change within a range of measurable values in 
many types of equipment, to facilitate future experiments or applications. 
According to Cano-Raya et al. [129] the main components of solid 
metal-based inks are: 
• The solid metal particles, MP (or their precursors) that will act as 
conductive fillers; 
• The polymers as dispersing/capping agents that will ensure the 
binding of the printed ink to the substrate; 
• The carrier solvents that will dissolve/swell up polymers; and 
• Other additives to enhance or change the properties of the resultant 
ink 
In our formulations the solid metal particles were zinc oxide particles in 
powder (Zinc oxide nanopowder, <100 nm particle size, Sigma-Aldrich). The 
chosen dispersing agent was ethyl cellulose (EC, 48% ethoxyl, Sigma-Aldrich). The 
ethyl cellulose is a polymer widely used in printing inks, has shown good 
folding-endurance, and it is permeable to certain gases. [130]. Therefore, it 
would not prevent the interaction between the target gas and the zinc oxide 
particles. The ethyl cellulose is soluble in ethanol, toluene, acetone, butanol, 
xylene, and in a mixture of the previous solvents. The chosen solvent for the 
dispersing agent should be compatible with the solvent used to dissolve the 
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metal particles. Then, various solutions were prepared with different pairs of 
solvents, zinc oxide particles, and ethyl cellulose. The solvents tested were 
selected considering their high boiling point, their viscosity, and their 
compatibility with the dispersing agent. From the previous solvents, ethanol and 
acetone are the safest, from which ethanol has a higher boiling point and 
viscosity. 
To prepare the solutions, first, the dispersing agent was mixed in the 
selected solvent and stirred for 1 hour to hydrate the cellulose and avoid 
aggregates. After that, zinc oxide particles were mixed with the selected solvent 
and sonicated until elimination of the aggregates. Finally, the solution with the 
dispersing was added into the zinc oxide solution and stirred. The solutions 
prepared were overnighted to evaluate the miscibility of all the components and 
eliminate the air entrapped during the mixing steps. Finally, the solutions were 
deposited over PET and Kapton, using a film applicator gauge of 300 µm. The 
Kapton substrates employed had silver IDE that was deposited previously. PET 
was used to facilitate the evaluation of the layer homogeneity by visual 
inspection thanks to its transparency, looking for defects such as clusters of 
material, pits or craters, off-color, etc. The table 5-1 details the composition of 
the different solutions prepared and gives a summary of their characteristics.  
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75 Terpineol 0.05 After overnighting, the dispersing solution separated from ZnO solution.  
2 Ethanol 75 Terpineol 0.05 The obtained layer was homogeneous but the electrical resistance, measured 
from the contacts of IDE, was higher than 600 MΩ (OVLD) even when the 
sample was at 100 °C. 
3 Ethanol 75 Ethanol 0.05 Dried fast and presented formation of aggregates. 
4 Ethanol 75 Water 0.05 The final layer had poor adherence. Detachments occurred easily due to 
manipulation. 
5 Ethanol 75 Terpineol 0.1 The layer was homogeneous. After drying, it had a resistance of 20 -30 MΩ 
when the layer was heated at 100 °C. 
6 Ethanol 75 Terpineol 0.2 The layer was homogeneous. The obtained solution was too viscous for a 
screen-printing process. 
7 Ethanol 30 Terpineol 0.2 After the layer dried, it presented aggregates 
8 Ethanol 30 Terpineol 0.1 The layer was homogeneous. After drying, it had a resistance of 10 MΩ when 
the layer was at room temperature. 
Table 5-1 Zinc oxide inks composition.
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Preliminarily, three compositions were tested to evaluate their 
performance during the screen printing deposition. The compositions tested 
were numbers 5, 6, and 8. Composition number 6 resulted too viscous for a 
screen printing deposition. It was possible to observe, in the deposited layer, the 
pattern of the screen mesh. Furthermore, during the test, the screen mesh got 
obstructed constantly by the ink. 
On the other hand, the layers obtained from the other compositions, 
numbers 5 and 8, had a homogenous aspect. Composition number 5 had a 
viscosity of 18.24 Pa∙s, while composition number 8 has a viscosity of 4.6 Pa∙s. 
These compositions were chosen to be deposited by screen printing. For the sake 
of clarity and from now on, the mixture number 5 will be called ink A, and the 
number 8 ink B. The inks were deposited by screen printing under the same 
conditions used for the electrodes. After printing, the ink was dried at 110 °C for 
30 min. Subsequently, the samples were annealed at 150 °C for 30 min. 
The active layer was observed using an Environmental Scanning 
Electron Microscope (E-SEM). In the case of ink A, the E-SEM images revealed a 
layer with protruding clusters of material. These clusters could arise due to the 
coalescence effect of the metal nanoparticles during the annealing step.  
While for ink B, the presence of clusters in the layer is lower, but it has 
pits distributed over the entire layer area. The presence of pits can be explained 
by the orange peel defect that appears on painted surfaces. The orange peel 
effect arises when the ink or paint does not flow-out properly across the surface. 
However, more factors contribute to the orange peel effect, such as paint 
formulation, solvent blend, solvent content, application parameters, cure 
conditions, etc. [131–133]. Ink B was less viscous than ink A, it could flow-out 
easily over the surface, discarding the viscosity as the cause. The application 
parameters and cure conditions were the same for both inks. Hence, the orange 
peel effect is attributed to the high solvent content of composition and its fast 
evaporation during the print and dry steps. 
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Fig. 5.2 E-SEM images of the zinc oxide active layer deposited by screen printing. 
 
Before the gas sensing test, it was necessary to characterize the heater 
to relate its voltage and current values with the temperature of the active layer. 
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 Heater Calibration 
Owing to the coplanar configuration of the heater with respect to the 
active layer, the heater characterization was focused into estimating the heater 
conditions needed to rise the temperature of the active layer.  
As a first step, the temperature coefficient of resistivity (TCR) of the silver 
tracks was obtained experimentally. The heater was placed inside an oven and 
was heated at temperatures between 50 and 150 °C. The electrical resistance of 
the heater for each temperature was measured and used to calculate the TCR. 
The values obtained showed the linear increase of the heater resistance as 
function of the temperature as the Fig. 5.3 illustrates. 
 
Fig. 5.3 Resistance vs temperature relationship. 
 
Subsequently, constant voltage values were applied to the heater to 
increase its temperature while infrared (IR) images were taken to measure the 
temperature of both, heater and active layer. The IR images were taken using a 
FLIR T420 Thermal Imaging Camera with a resolution of 320 x 240 pixels. The 
measurements were carried out in ambient laboratory conditions. Three heaters 
were tested, and the mean values were plotted in Fig. 5.4. Due to the low 
resolution of the camera and the small size of the sensor, the emissivity of both, 
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the ZnO layer and the silver tracks could not be accurately calculated. The values 
of the voltage and current applied were used to estimate the temperature of the 
heaters using the Eq. 3-3. The temperature values obtained from the estimation 
correspond with the values obtained from the IR images. The obtained data 
allowed setting the active layer temperature according to the voltage applied to 
the heater.  
 
Fig. 5.4 Comparison between the mean temperature variation of the heater and the active 
layer as a function of the voltage applied to the heater. 
 
The IR images revealed how the heat propagates over the entire sensor 
surface. It is seen that the temperature of the active layer is not homogeneous, 
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Fig. 5.5 IR images of one sensor when a)1.5 V and b) 3 V are applied to the heater. Spot 1 
shows the active layer temperature while the spot 2 shows, the heater temperature. 
 
The values obtained from the heater calibration were used to set up the 
working temperature conditions for the gas sensing test.  
 Gas Sensing Test 
The sensors were tested towards oxygen exposition under nitrogen 
ambient. The results were compared with the response of a commercial sensor 
(40XV CiTiceL Oxygen (O2) Gas Sensor, AAY80-390, City Technology Ltd., 
Portsmouth, Hampshire, U.K.). [134]  A fabricated sensor using ink A was tested, 
being its active layer at 100 °C according to the heater calibration done. The 
sensor resistance was compared with the response, percentage of oxygen 
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present, of the commercial sensor. In Fig. 5.6, it is possible to appreciate that the 
response behavior is similar for both type of sensors.  
 
 
Fig. 5.6 Dynamic response of the sensor fabricated with ink A, active layer at 100 °C, compared 
to the response of a commercial sensor. 
 
From the Fig. 5.7, it is possible to see there is no delay between the 
responses of both sensors to an oxygen pulse, but there is a difference between 
recovery times. The recovery times (t10%) of the ZnO sensor are 5 times slower 
compared with the recovery times of the commercial sensor. The response time 
was calculated as the time interval to rise the 90% of the total sensor response. 
The recovery time was calculated as the time interval to the total response 
decays to 10%. 
 
Fig. 5.7 Detail of one oxygen pulse for a ZnO sensor using the ink A (100 °C). 
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Sensors fabricated using ink B were tested at 50 °C and 100 °C. At 50 °C, 
the resistance of the sensors did not stabilize, and the sensor response was small, 
as Figure 5.8 illustrates. The increase of the operating temperature accelerated 
the adsorption and desorption rates resulting in an increase of the sensitivity. 
The response and recovery were faster at 100 °C than at 50 °C. At 100 °C, the 
response (t90%) and recovery times (t10%) are 2.5-fold slower than the 





Fig. 5.8 Dynamic response of the sensor, fabricated with ink B, compared to the response of a 
commercial sensor. Gas sensing performed at 50 and 100 °C. 
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 Discussion 
Both types of fabricated sensors, either using ink A or B, showed the 
same response behavior that the commercial sensor. The sensor using ink B 
showed better performance; it was faster and had higher responses. The 
improvement of the sensor performance can be explained by the reduction in 
the content of the dispersing agent. During the annealing, the coalescence of the 
zinc oxide nanoparticles increases the contact between them. This reduces the 
resistance of the layer and the response time. Additionally, the layer defects 
could contribute to increasing the contact surface, which improves the sensor 
response. 
Using the screen printing technique, it is possible to obtain a flexible gas 
sensor with two fabrication steps. To clarify, the sensor fabrication described in 
this chapter needed three deposition steps due to the screen printing frame was 
already designed. The screen printing frame only had the IDE pattern whereby 
the fabrication steps were increased to deposit a heater.  
Although it is indeed possible to reduce the number of deposition steps 
to two. The following approaches can be adopted to manufacture sensors in 
two-steps: use sensitive material that works at room temperature, design a 
screen printing frame with electrodes and a coplanar heater, or use the one 
electrode geometry described in chapters 3 and 4. 
Furthermore, screen printing is one of the most employed techniques for 
printing electronic components. It allows high volume production, which makes 
it cost-effective and a right choice to produce flexible gas sensors. Moreover, the 
screen printing process can be scaled up to roll to roll process which has a higher 
volume production. With higher volume production techniques, the cost of the 
sensors diminishes and broadens the number of applications for the devices.  
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Conclusions and Perspectives 
Conclusions 
The aim of this thesis was to fabricate gas sensors over flexible substrates 
by means of printing techniques. Four different gas sensors, based on metal 
oxides, were designed, fabricated and characterized.  
All the sensors were fabricated using a polymeric foil as a substrate 
(polyimide Kapton and polyimide Kapton tape). Among the flexible substrates 
commercially available, Kapton was preferred because it resists elevated 
temperatures (400 °C). Furthermore, Kapton has good chemical resistance, 
thermal stability, and folding endurance. 
The techniques employed to obtain electrodes and heaters were: Stencil, 
Screen Printing, and Inkjet Printing. In most of the sensors fabricated, the 
electrodes and heaters were made with silver inks. Silver inks were chosen due 
to their commercial availability and high performance to cost ratio. The main 
drawback of Ag inks is silver reactivity. Silver tracks can oxidize easily. 
Furthermore, silver atoms tend to diffuse over the materials in which silver is in 
contact with, producing short-circuits or doping the adjacent material. On the 
other hand, gold-based inks can produce high conductive and stable tracks, but 
at a much higher cost.  
The sensitive materials used to detect gases were: In2O3, ZnO, and WO3. 
All of them are n-type semiconductors. Each semiconductor material employed 
was synthesized by a different route, which influenced the choice of its 
deposition technique. In the case of In2O3 and ZnO, the particles in powder, 
previously synthesized, were mixed with solvents and deposited. For WO3, the 
particles were directly grown over the substrate and electrodes. 
Sensing material Conductive tracks 
Stencil Screen-Printing Inkjet Printing 
Drop coating In2O3 
AA-CVD WO3 WO3 
Screen-Printing ZnO 
Table 6-1 Deposition techniques employed for sensors fabrication. 
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The In2O3 sensors were compared with sensors of the same sensing 
material and geometry, but with Pt interdigitates over a rigid substrate. The 
fabricated sensors had the same behavior than their rigid counterparts but 
showed lower responses. The difference can be attributed to the interaction of 
the sensitive material with the electrode material. Owing to each 
metal-semiconductor pair presents different potential barrier as the result of the 
difference between their work functions, its activation energy and its 
conductivity changes accordingly. The In2O3 sensors demonstrated the feasibility 
of replacing rigid substrates with flexible ones.  
The WO3 sensors were obtained by direct growth of the nanowires over 
the flexible substrate. Two types of electrodes were used for the deposition of 
WO3: stenciled silver electrodes, and inkjet-printed gold electrodes. A bending 
test proved the flexibility of the sensors. Both types of sensors were bent under 
controlled conditions. Gas sensing measurements were performed previously 
and after to the bending test. After bending, the sensor performance remained 
but suffered a drift.  
The screen-printed ZnO sensor fabrication proved it is possible to 
fabricate flexible gas sensors with at least four basic steps: deposition and drying 
of the conductive tracks; deposition and drying of the active layer. Moreover, 
different sensitive materials can be deposited by previously incorporating them 
into a solution compatible with the screen printing process. Furthermore, it 
shows that it is possible to scale up the manufacturing of flexible gas sensors 
based on metal oxides to an industrial level.  
The results demonstrate that the chosen materials, the transducer 
dimensions and fabrication parameters influence the performance and reliability 
of the flexible gas sensors. The chosen polymeric substrate showed good 
strength and stability throughout the manufacturing process, thus becoming a 
good substrate choice. Silver conductive tracks were an affordable choice to 
develop the transducers for the flexible sensors despite the drawbacks of silver. 
Silver transducers contribute to obtain lower sensor responses, but this 
detriment can be overcome by tailoring the electrode parameters, such as width 
and gap, to the target gas-sensitive material. 
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The performed cyclic bending tests proved that: 
• The chosen materials withstand the fabrication process, which 
required to work on the upper limit of the substrate working 
temperature. 
• With an adequate adjustment of the process parameters it is 
possible to obtain flexible sensors. 
• After bending, the sensors are still functional. The sensor 
response showed a drift that can be adjusted. 
• The transducer and the active layer had good adhesion to the 
substrate. This attribute is of paramount importance for the 
reliability of flexible sensors. 
The presented results and methods could be used as a guideline to 
improve and extend the fabrication of flexible chemoresistive gas sensors. In 
general, the fabricated sensors prove the feasibility of replacing the rigid 
substrates for flexible ones. The substrate replacement brings a reduction in the 
cost of the gas sensors owing to the affordable prices of plastic substrates. 
Additionally, printing technologies, such as screen printing or inkjet printing, are 
low waste deposition methods, which helps to reduce the production cost of the 
sensors and thus the environmental impact. 
The use of flexible substrates, such as plastic or paper, in conjunction 
with printing techniques makes the sensor fabrication an attainable technology. 
It is a simpler, more affordable technology that needs less initial investment and 
maintenance. 
The fabrication methods followed in this thesis are simpler, more 
efficient, and affordable, compared with the traditional microfabrication 
methods, which require a series of processes to obtain a device. It proves that 
flexible gas sensors can be mass-produced employing printing electronics 
techniques. Printed electronics is a burgeoning field thanks to innovative 
technologies such as flexible wearable electronics and the Internet of Things. 
Printed electronics will allow to incorporate flexible gas sensors into a wide 
variety of devices. 
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 Future work 
The market trend is to develop composite inks to lower the cost 
production of the electronics [135]. Composite inks incorporate metal particles, 
mostly silver, and conductor polymers. The interaction of the components of the 
ink with the sensitive materials must be studied to shed light on their stability 
and reliability for the implementation in chemoresistive sensor devices.  
Also, graphene inks can be used for the fabrication of transducers thanks 
to their low-cost, ease of processability, high conductance, and flexibility. [136]. 
Furthermore, the electrical and mechanical properties of graphene can help to 
know the degree of deformation to which a flexible gas sensor is subjected, 
allowing to adjust the sensor responses according to the degree of deformation 
of the sensor. 
The variety of metal oxides employed satisfactorily for sensor fabrication 
points out the possibility of using sensitive materials that work at room 
temperature and can increase the reliability of the silver conductive tracks and 
reduce the power consumption of the sensors. 
The exploitation of low-temperature sintering methods such as 
photonic, laser, and intense pulsed light sintering can broaden the range of 
materials used for all the components of a flexible gas sensor. These sintering 
methods can reduce the time-consuming fabrication steps to minutes or 
seconds, which could involve a cost reduction. The resistivity of laser or photonic 
sintered metals is lower than the resistivity of thermally sintered metals. This can 
provide a higher printing or deposition yield of the materials. For example, less 
layers of metal ink would be needed to obtain conductive tracks. Moreover, 
sintered particles may present different morphologies that will change the 
sensor performance. Another advantage is that non-thermal sintering would 
contribute to reduce the mismatching issue of the coefficients of thermal 
expansion. Therefore, the effects of these sintering methods on the figures of 
merits of the sensor should be studied. 
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 Table 1. Flexible gas sensors fabricated using coating techniques for the deposition of the 
active layer. 
Active Layer Deposition Technique Electrode Material and 
Fabrication Technique 




/ ppm (%) 
Ref. 




Drop Coating Cr/Au E-Beam Evaporation Colorless PI NO2 100 3.09  [43] 
WO3-MWCNTs- 
RGO 
Drop Coating Au Photolithography 
Sputtering 
PI NO2 RT (20) 8.5  [44] 
MWCNTs-WO3 Gel-casting  Au Sputtering PET NO2 RT 8.5 [45] 
In2O3-Pt NP Spin Coating 
Spray Coating 
Ag NWs Spin Coating 
Photolithography 
PI EtOH RT 9502.25 (a [47] 
ZnO Casting ITO Laser Ablation 
  
PET-ITO EtOH RT 
Bias voltage 8.7 V 
/370 nm light 
0.15 [46] 
WS2-Pd Coating Ti/Au Sputtering PI H2 RT 10 @ 10 ppm  [48] 
PANI@SnO2 Coating -Chemical 
Oxidation Polymerization 
  PET NH3 RT 212.8 @ 1.8 
ppm 
[49] 





160 348 [50] 
TiO2 Coating Au Sputtering PI C3H9N 
(TMA) 
60 
Bias voltage 2 V 
3649.44 [51] 
a) Values calculated from the changes in the sensor current.
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 Table 2. Flexible gas sensors fabricated using aqueous direct growth techniques for the 
deposition of the active layer. 
Active Layer Deposition 
Technique   
Electrode Material and 
Fabrication Technique 
Substrate Gas Operating 
Temperature (°C) 
Response 
/ ppm (%) 
Ref. 
ZnO NRs E-Beam Evaporation 
Hydrothermal 
Ni Sputtering PI NO2 270  








w/o  PET NH3 20 ± 2 300 [53] 













PI H2S 200 
Bias voltage 0.1 V 
103 (a [55] 
ZnO NRs Sputtering 
Hydrothermal 
Pt Sputtering Thermo 
nylon 
H2 180 ~10 (b 
 
[56] 
Pt/Pd-ZnO NRs Hydrothermal 
Pulse Laser 
Deposition 
Au Sputtering PI/PET H2 100 ~28  [57] 
WO3-Pt AA-CVD Au Inkjet-printing PI H2 220 ~500 @ 40 
ppm (b 
[58] 
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Ag-ZnO NRs Sputtering 
Hydrothermal 
Sputtering 
Au Sputtering PI/PET Acetylene 
(C2H2) 
120 
Bias voltage 1 V 





Au Sputtering PI/PTFE Acetylene 
(C2H2) 







RT (27) 3200 @ 100 
ppm  
[61] 
a) Calculated using the sensor conductance changes. 
b) Calculated using the sensor current changes.
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 Table 3. Flexible gas sensors fabricated by direct deposition of the sensitive material. 
Active Layer Deposition 
Technique   
Electrode Material and Fabrication 
Technique 








Sputtering Au Sputtering Anodisc 
membrane 
H2 RT 
Bias voltage 1 V 
~0.7 @ 10 
ppm  
[62] 
IGZO-Pd Sputtering Au/Ti E-beam evaporation PMMA H2 RT 2.3 x 106 
@ 50 000 
ppm 
[63] 
WS2 Sputtering Al Sputtering Si (10 µm) H2 RT ~70 
 
[64] 
TiO2 Sputtering Pt Sputtering 
Photolithography 
PI H2 RT (24)  9900 @ 
300 ppm  
[65] 
ZnO NFs Transfer 
Aqueous solution 
SWCNTs Spray Coating PI NO2 270 




WO3-λ Granule Spray in 
vacuum 
Au/Cr Sputtering PI NO2 RT ~4005 @ 
2.25 ppm  
 
[67] 
ZnO Flame Torch Au Screen-Printing Polypropylene 
paper 
NO2 RT 
0.15 W/cm2 light 
260 [68] 
Cu2O Transfer Printing Au Conventional MEMS process Polyurethane 
acrylate (PUA) 
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Technique   
Electrode Material and 
Fabrication Technique 




/ ppm (%) 
Ref 
CuO Screen Printing Ag Screen Printing PET NH3 27 
Bias voltage 3V 
18 @ 5 ppm  [70] 
TiO2 Screen Printing Ag Screen Printing PET EtOH 25 ~ 4700 @ 
100 ppm  
[71] 
SnO2 Inkjet printing Au Inkjet printing PI NO2 200 ~ 4200 
 
[72] 
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ANNEX II 
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a) b) 
Digital image of a) the Universal Testing Machine for the bending test and b) a close up of the 
grips holding a sensor. 
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